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TEX.COMP
™

America's Number One TEXAS INSTRUMENTS dealer. 

Proudly Introduces 

THE SALE YOU WAITED FOR 

Get a grea-t computer and a great deal. 
Order software totaling $99.95 or more 
from our big selection and get a brand 

new Tl-99/4A Co.nsole for only 
$4 7 .95, (R,8g. 79.95)

+ Ship Ins/Hand. *

-TEX-COMP, the world's largest suppUer of Tl-99/4A equipment,
has obtained a special purchase on the Tl-99/4A console and is 
J:>�ssing the savings on to yo_u .... · .. 

, , . .  

. . - Yo.u c_an. protect you�: inve.�tmen,t 'with a back-up console or 
introduce your ·friends_·andrelatives to the finest home. computer 
:eyer pr0,dw�ed-at the lowest price ever! 

,' To qualify for this unheard of price, all you have to do i� purchase 
Tl software from our selection in this ad in an amount of $99.95 or 
more and you can purchase the console at this low advertised price. 

All consoles are brand new and packed With a power supply, 
RF modulator, user's reference manual and programming manual, 
as well as a 1-year Tl factory warranty. 
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$4.95 $9.95 

PHM 3002 Early Learning Fun PHM 3009 Football 
PHM 3003 Beginning Grammar PHM 3010 Physical Fitness 
PHM 3004 Number Magic PHM 3015 Early Reading (Speech) 
PHM 3006 Home Financial Decisions PHM 3043 Reading Fun 
PHM 3016 Tax Investment Rec. Keeping PHM 3046 Reading On 
PHM 3013 Video Games PHM 3047 Reading Roundup 
PHM 3022 Personal Real Estate PHM 3048 Reading Rally 
PHM 3023 Hunt the Wumpus PHM 3082 Reading Flitt 
PHM 3030 Amazing PHM 3027 Addition & ubtraction 1 
PHM 3031 Attack PHM 3028 Addition & Subtraction 2 
PHM 3032 Blasto PHM 3029 Multiplication 1 
PHM 3052 Tombstone City PHM 3049 Division 1 
PHM 3053 Tl Invaders PHM 3050 Numeration 1 
PHM 3054 Car Wars PHM 3051 Numeration 2
PHM 3056 Alpiner PHM 3088 Computer Math Games 6 
PHM 3057 Munchman PHM 3059 Scholastic Spelling 3 (Speech) 
PHM 3098 Number Readyness till) PHM 3060 Scholastic Spelling 4 (Speech) 
PHM 3099 Laws of Arithmetic ( ill) PHM 3061 Scholastic Spelling 5 (Speech) 
PHM 3100 Equations (Mill) PHM 3062 Scholastic Spelling 6 (Speech) 

· PHM 3101 Formulas (MIii) PHM 3091 Subtraction (Mill) 
PHM 3112 Parsec PHM 3092 Multiplication (Mill) 

$6.95 
PHM 3093 Division (Mill) ' 
PHM 3094 Integers (Mill) 

PHM 3042 . Tunnels of Doom (Cass. or Disk) 
PHM 3020 Music Maker 
PHM 3067 Othello PHM 3041 Adventure (Cass. or Disk) PHM 3064 Typing Tutor 

PHM 3114 Alligator Mix PHM 3177 Facemaker 
PHM 3034 Hustle PHM 3178 Story Machine 
PHM 3037 Hangman PHM 3035 Terminal Emulator II 

$19.95 $38.95 
99-Writer II (Disk) PHM 3058 Mini Memory (w/Free Mini Writer) 
TE-IV + (Disk) PHM 3055 Editor/Assembler (w/Free "Widget") 
Editor Assembler PHO 5098 Tl Forth (Req. ED/Assem) 
Tl Forth (New Low Price-

Ed/ Assembler Required) $49.95 
Complete Adventure series on 
disk or cassette (Specify) 

SPECIAL 
We have on hand a limited number of the Classic Black & Silver 

99 I 4A consoles which you may purchase with this offer for $6 7. 95. 

This model will run all 3rd party 

modules including Navarone, Atarisoft, 
Romox and Funware. 

-
..... 

6 7 9 5 
With software

(Reg. 99. 95) 

* Shipping, Handling & Insurance on this special offer is $10.00 
(Continental U.S.) to any UPS deliverable address. HA., AL, 
Canada and APO slightly higher. 

VISA and MASTERCARD 

·HOLDERS CALL DIRECT. 

(818) 366-6631

SEND ORDER ANO MAKE CHECKS PAVAIILE TO 

TEX Jf COMP, .. 
P O  80l 330 .. - GRANADA HILLS. CA 913 .. 

Texas Instruments 

• 
AUTHORIZED DEALER 

TEAMS: All prices F.O.B. Los Angeles. For fastest service use 
cashiers check or money order. Add 3"1, shipping and handling 
($3.00 minimum). East of Mississippi 4 1h¾. (Free shipping on all 
software orders over $100.00). Prices and availability subJ11c1 to 
change without notice We reserve the right to llmlt quantities 

NOTE: Paymenr ,n lull must eccompeny ell orders Cred11-Cerd, 

, Company Cllec• or Money Order /or ,mmed,ere sll1pmenr Personal 

croec•s requ,re up lo 4 weeks ro clear Cellforn,e orders add 6,,,.,,,_ sales 

rar 
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C□ntents 

MICROpendium is published 12 
times annually in Round Rock, 
Texas. No material published in the 
pages of MICROpendium may be 
used without permission of the pub
lisher. Computer user groups that 
have signed exchange agreements 
with MICROpendium may excerpt 
articles appearing in MICROpen
dium without prior approval. 

While all efforts are directed at 
providing factual and true informa
tion in published articles, the pub
lisher cannot accept responsibility 
for errors that appear in advertising 
or text appearing in MICROpen
dium. The inclusion of brand names 
in text does not constitute an endor
sement of any product by the pub
lisher. Statements published in 
MICROpendium which reflect 
erroneously on individuals, products 
or companies will be corrected upon 
contacting the publisher. 

• Unless the author specifies, letters
will be treated as unconditionally
assigned for publication, copyright
purposes and use in any other publi
cation or brochure and are subject to
MICROpendium's unrestricted right
to edit and comment.

Display advertising deadlines and 
rates are available upon request. 

All correspondence should be 
mailed to MICROpendium at P.O. 
Box 1343, Round Rock, TX 78680. We 
cannot take responsibility for unsoli
cited manuscripts but will give con
sideration to anything sent to the 
above address. Manuscripts will be 
returned only if a self-enclosed, 
stamped envelope is included. 

All editions of MICROpendium are 
mailed from the Round Rock 
(Texas) or Smithville (Texas) Post 

_Office. Subscriptions are $15 for 12 
issues, delivered via third class mail. 
In Canada, add $3.50. Subscribers in 
the United States who wish first class 
delivery may also add $3.50 to the 
basic subscription price. 
Mailing address: P.O. Box 1343, 
Round Rock, TX 78680 
Telephone: (512) 255-1512 
Source: Tl4596 

I 

John Koloen ........... Publisher 
Laura Burns . . . . . . . . . . . . Editor 

Coming Next Month 

-A report on the Consumer Electronics Show 

-More on SUPER CART 

-Downloading characters to your Gemini 

@Copyright MICROpendium 
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.lis TEX-COMP PROUDLY PRESENTS
� The Second Generation Version of TI-WRITER:

99-WRITER II $J99
s

Tex-Comp now offers a totally new version of Tl-Writer with all the features of the ori�inal 
Tl-Writer plus the TI upgrades and a new improved character set and a whole new easy to
follow manual. Extended Basic, Editor/ Assembler or Mini-Memorv loadina. and both series 
and parallel support._ Available only from Tex-Comp at $19.95 + S&H
SPECIAL: With order for 99-Writer II, you can purchase Auto Spell (new version 1.1) for

only $24.95 (Reg. $34.95)
SPECIAL OFFER-Free Widget with Editor/ Assembler

Buy a genuine TI Editor/ Assembler at the regular price of $38. 95, and we will include the
Navarone "Widget" cartridge Expander (a $29.95 value) FREE.

$38.95 + S&HNA.AAOt£ WINIT :....'5 
-�

Editor I Assembler Alone $ l 9 • 9 S 
SPECIAL OFFER-FREE MINI-WRITER 

When you buy a TI Mini-Memory at the new low price of $38.951
MINI-WRITER 

A "'mini" word processing program. Requires cassette 
recorder and Tl Mini-Memory Module. Full screen text 
editing. 24 x 40 character "window," 9500 characters per 
file, moveable copy, save on cassete or disk, fully compati
ble with all direct connect printers such as Axiom. A low 
cost word processing system with professional features! 

MINI MEMORY 

This software cartridge adds memory to your system. Totals 
14K of memory (6K of GROM, 4K of ROM, 4K of RAM). 
Mini Memory includes a built-in battery, permitting pro
grams and data stored in RAM to be retained even if 
module is removed from console. 

:!���� 
. :--,· ::-:--=.-: =---=--
• i::::,.::..-_:;-,..:: • -

TWO FREE Emulator programs with your Modem Purchase!
Buy the MARK III Modem at $94.95 pp

300 Baud Optional power supply $10.95 pp 
OR the VOLKSMODEM XII with 99/4A Cable at $229.95 pp

:.. 00 300-1200 Baud Modem complete with cable 
v \v -7>�
0.

\-<:-c; both the TE-II module AND the new TE-IV+ (a $30 value) at NO EXTRA COST! 

. , J� TE-IV+ is the all new super terminal emulator ·program from TEX-COMP. Supports all· -ia0 Baud Rates and can dump to printer or computer. Built-in Buffer. Super fast and easy touse-from STAR SOFT, the creator of the Nibbler. The best 300/1200 Baud emulator program available. 
TEIV + Available separately at $1995

SPECIAL: Compuserve starter kit & 5 Free Hours $1995 pp
SPECIAL- Source and TEXNET Subscription ONLY $2995 with any modem

(savings coupon included with modem.)
VISA and MASTERCARD 

HOLDERS CALL DIRECT 

SEND ORDER AND MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO 
Texas Instruments 

(818) 366-6631

TERMS: All prices F.O.B. Los Angeles. For fastest service use 
cashiers check or money order. Add 3¾ shipping and handling 
($3.00 minimum). East of Mississippi 4 ½ ¾. (Free shlppinQ on all 
software orders over $100.00). Prices and availability subject to 
change without notice We reserve the right to llmlt quantities. 

TEX Jf COMP 
tM 

PO BOX JJO .. - GRANADA HILLS. CA 91 JU ♦ 
AUTHORIZED DEALER 

NOTE: Payment ,n lull must accompany all orders Credit-Card. 

Company Cl!eclc or Money Order lor ,mmed,ete shipment Personal 

cl!eclcs requ,re up ro 4 weelcs to clear. Cal1lorn1a orders add 15v,, sales ru
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C□mments 

Headed for the dump 
TI has apparently trashed its remaining inventories of 

cartridge-based software. Reports are that a number of 
railroad cars were seen leaving Lubbock, Texas, with the re
mains of tens of thousands of smashed modules. The train 
is bound for Providence, Rhode Island, where the car
tridges are to be buried. 

BRIEF IMPRESSIONS OF Z80A 

My first impressions of Foundation Computing's long
awaited Z80A card are favorable, despite the fact that I 
could not get it to do what I wanted it to do. These days it 
seems that virtually any piece of hardware, and sometimes 
software, is long-awaited. I waited more than three months 
to receive the Z80A card, and have yet to receive Founda
tion's 80-column card, which was ordered at the same time. 

The Z80A card looks like any TI peripheral expansion 
box card. The card is enameled and features a green activi
ty light. 

Inside the card is everything one needs for a Z80A com
puter, including 64 kilobytes of memory, a Western Digital 
disk controller that can handle single-sided or double-sided 
double-density disks, and an RS232 port. Although the 
card has been advertised as a "CP /M" card, the manual 
refers to "CP /M like" software. The conclusion one draws 
is that Foundation has not obtained licensing from Control 
Digital to use its CP/M operating system. What this means 
is that the card comes without a CP /M disk. It does include 
a terminal emulator program, which allows the TI99/4A 
console to "talk" to the Z80A card, and an operating 
system called MRS. MRS is similar to the standard CP /M 
operating system, but not identical. The manual does note 
that the card is designed to run "CP /M. compatible" soft
ware. 

The card .operates at 4 megahertz. which is in the mid
range for Zilog Z80 microprocessors. The Z80 runs at 2.5 
MHz while the Z80B and Z80H run at 6 and 8 MHz, respec
tively. These figures refer to the ''clock speed'' of the cen
tral processing unit, in this case the Z80A. 

The Z80A card is plugged into the PEB in the normal 
way. It includes ports for a disk controller cable identical 
to the internal TI disk controller cable and an RS232 cable. 
The disk controller cable is plugged into the Z80A and then 
into the edge connector of the TI (or third party) disk con
troller and then into any external drives that may be pre
sent. A short RS232 cable (which must be obtained by the 
user) is connected from the Z80A card to the TI ( or third 

party) RS232 card. It is the RS232 cable that allows the 
Z80A card to make contact with the TI99/4A 

Connected properly, the TI system and Z80A system 
operate independently of each other. Because the Z80A 
and TI RS232 cards must be attached, it is recommended 
that modem users obtain a "Y" cable to allow two RS232 
connections to the TI card. Otherwise, one would have to 
disconnect the cable from the Z80A card in order to con
nect a modem. 

The big question about any co-processor card is software 
availability. What does the Z80A card run? The manual 
which is written in the first person familiar, skirts this issue: 
ref erring only to the Kaypro 2 format as being CP /M com
patible. Unfortunately, I could not get the card to format ai 
disk using the MRS operating system and thus cannot 
report on software compatibility. Whether this problem is 
my fault or the card's I am not sure. After contacting Foun
dation and working my way through the disk formatting 
over the· phone with a company technician I was instructed 
t� send it back for replacement. I am waiting for its return 
and expect to provide an update on software compatibility 
next month. 

In the meantime, stay tuned. 
As you can see, we've reached 48 pages with this issue, 

double the number of our first issue in February 1984. The 
postage increases substantially because of 48 pages puts the 
weight at more than two ounces, but we'll see how long we 
can keep it up. 

DREAMING OF A BULLETIN BOARD 

We are thinking (dreaming) about setting up a 24-hour 
bulletin board service. The BBS would use;:a 10-megabyte 
Winchester and would run .at 300 and 1200 baud. We 
would include a Freeware downloading se�tion, message 
base, an index of MICROpendium articles; specialty sec
tions for TI-Writer, XBASIC, etc., a helpline feature for 
third-party software, etc. We'd like to get �.ome comments 
from you about what you would like to see on this board 
and whether it would be worth $18 a year ($L50 per month) 
to access it. 

Finally, there's some verifiable news to report about suc
cessors to the 99/4A. Page 12 is devoted to a product line 
from the West Coast that -has been kept under wraps for 
some time. Next month we'll have a full report on 
everything that was unveiled at the Consumer Electronics 
Show in Chicago. (We went to press with this issue before 
the show started.) 

-JK
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9900 + FOR THE Tl99/4A 
THE ULTIMATE 

99/4A EXPANSION SYSTEM 
AT A SPECIAL 

INTRODUCTORY PRICE 
FROM TEX�COMP' .. 

[lll(ij CorComp ] 

TEX-COMP, the undisputed leader in supply
ing the 99/4A User, has now put together the 
finest and most complete expansion system 

COMPLETE 
EXPANSION SYSTEM 

ever offered for the Tl99/4A. 
NOTHING ELSE TO BUY! 

Based on the new COR-COMP 9900 System, 
you receive the following: 

• 9900 Expansion Box & Regulated Power Supply (UL Approved)
• 32K Memory Upgrade Adds 32K bytes of Random Access Memory to your

system.

• Double Sided/ Double Density Disk Controller (operates up to 4 drives)

• RS232 Interface Lets you add a wide range of other accessories, such as 
printers or telephone modems, one parallel and 2 serial outputs.

• 1 SS/SD Disk Drive Allows you to store and retrieve data on 5¼-inch single-or
doubled-sided flippy diskettes. 

ALL FOR • 1 Disk Drive Case & Regulated Power Supply
Handles two ½-height drives easily (UL or LAC Approved) $449 95 

• New Disk Manager with Improved Disk Utilities • 

• All Cables & Instructions Including a free Tl RS232 Y-Cable. Plus S&H

For above system with upgrade to 1 DS/DD ½-height TEAC 55B Drive, ADD $24.95 

For above system with upgrade to 2 DS/DD ½-height TEAC 55B Drives, ADD $154.95 

Other Leading TEX-COMP Hardware Values: 
Tl-99/4A Console w/1 year warranty (add $20 for Black & Silver Model) 

New Star SG-10 Printer w/TI Instructions (replaces Gemini 10X • 
same specs but improved letter quality) 

Axiom ParallAx Tl Interface (Directly connects any parallel printer to 99/4A 
Parallel Printer Cable (Heavy duty, Tl approved) 
Cor-Comp RS232 Card (for Tl P-Box) 
Cor-Comp 32K Card (for Tl P-Box) 
Cor-Comp OS/DD Controller (for Tl P-Box) 
Cor-Comp 9900 System with Free RS232-Y Cable 
TEAC ½-Height OS/DD Drive NEW LOW PRICE 

Cable & Hardware Kit for up to 2 ½-height Drives (specify P-Box or stand alone) 
TEX-COMP Disk Drive Case & Regulated Power Supply (Heavy duty, fused & 

switched, UL or LAC approved with cable for one drive included) 
Tl Extended Basic with Tl Warranty "The Real Thing" NEW LOW PRICE 

All New Sanyo 13" Color Monitor includes Free Cable (Reg. $14.95) 
Port Expander (Widget by Navarone) NEW LOW PRICE 

Tl Editor/Assembler NEW REDUCED PRICE (Free Widget included 38.95) 
Tl Mini Memory NEW REDUCED PRICE (Free Mini Writer) 
NEW MicroStuffer 64K Printer Buffer works with all Parallel Printers 

Includes extra cable 

79.95 

249.95 

79.95 
24.95 
79.95 
99.95 

159.95 
324.95 
129.95 

29.95 

99.95 
49.95 

239.95 

24.95 

19.95 

38.95 

104.95 

VISA and MASTERCARD 
HOLDERS CALL DIRECT 

SEND oR·oER ANO MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE ,o 
Texas Instruments 

(818) 366-6631 

TEAMS: All prices F.0.8. Los Angeles. For· fastest service use 
cashiers check or money order. Add 3¾ shipping and handling 
($3.00 minimum). East of Mississippi 41/1 ¾. (Free shipping on all 
software orders over $100.00). Prices and availability subject to 
change without notice. We reserve the right to llmlt quantities. 

TEX Jf COMP,. 
PO BOl JJOU - GRANADA HILLS CA 91 JU 

AUTHORIZED DEALER 

NOTE: Payment ,n lull musr accompany all orders Credit-Card, 

Company Check or Money Order /or ,mmad1a/e shipment Personal 
checks requ,re up to 4 weeks ro clear C•l1/orn1• orders •dd 5 ,,.,, sales 
rax 
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FeedbacH 

Line feed question 
Could someone explain to me how 

TI-Writer uses line feed and form feed 
commands at the beginning and end of 
pages when printing from both the 
Editor and the Formatter? When I 
print several pages from the Formatter, 
each page starts lower and lower on the 
sheet of paper until the copy eventually 
runs Ol)to what is the top of the next 
sheet of paper. 

William J. Bullock 

Columbus, Georgia 

Will it work? 
I am considering purchasing the 

CorComp expansion unit with two 
DS/DD disk drives. What problems, if 
any, would I expect to encounter when 
reading the software (Wycove For
th/TI Editor/ Assembler disks), which 
I currently own? They have been 
recorded as SS/SD. 

Michael S. Lloyd 

Toronto, Ontario 

We have not encountered any pro
blems using Wycove Forth or the 

Editor/ Assembler with the CorComp 

9900 Micro Expansion System.-Ed. 

Recharge 
In response to Joyce Corker's in

quiry of replacing the lithium battery 
in the Mini-Memory cartridge: 

Correct me if I'm wrong, but it 
seems to me that simply recharging the 
battery would suffice. There would be 
no need to physically remove it from 
the board. All that would be required 
is to open the plastic shell and properly 
connect a pair of jump leads from a 
three volt charger to the respective bat
tery contacts. (Two to five hours is the 
recommended charging times for but
ton cells.) 

Also, I'd like to praise Ron 
Castleton on his article on translitera
tion commands (Vol. 2 No. 1). His 
program is a great help for us users just 
getting started on the TI-Writer word 
processor system. I SAVEd his Com
mand Set on my program diskette and 

use it with my Gemini printer at every 
opportunity. 

I would like to point out the typos, 
however, on Page 14. Under the 
keystroke column; lines 12 and 13 are 
incorrect. They should read: CTRL U 
SHIFT 2 and CTRL U SHIFT P, 
respectively. 

Roland Chapman 

Marina, Califor�ia 

PS: The correct telephone number for 
the Santa Cruz BBS is (408) 426-1484. 

Tl-Writer faults 
TI-Writer is a good word processing 

program. There are, however, several 
little faults that, if corrected, would 
make it an exceptional program. 

The most annoying is its habit of 
always entering two spaces after every 
period in a formatted text, ignoring the 
number of spaces that were entered 
during text editing. This is a nuisance 
when using initials or abbreviations 
within the text and becomes a real pro
blem when creating a number of value 
files for the mail-merge feature. 

Another annoyance, admittedly of 
less importance only because of less 
frequent use, is the program's in
sistence in providing only one space 
following an exclamation point or a 
question mark when used to end a 
sentence. This occurs within formatted 
text regardless of how many spaces 
have been entered during text editing. 
Whenever a sentence ends with the "!" 
or "?" many of us would like to 
separate it from a following sentence 
with two spaces, just as we would when 
ending a sentence with a period. 

I'm aware of the technique of 
employing the "caret" to get around 
these problems. But this is not really 
the answer. It seems that it would be 
better to change the program so it 
could be used in a conventional man
ner. TI-Writer would be significantly 
improved if the formatted text includ
ed only those spaces that were entered 
in the edited text. 

Perhaps there are some readers out 
there that share my annoyance. If the 
program can be altered and if anyone 

has had any luck in correcting any of 
these "faults," I'd appreciate hearing 
from them. 

Bob Limberg 

San Clemerate, California 

A User Note on this subject would 

be appreciated-Ed. 

Tl-Writer problem 
Maybe you can help me with a pro

blem. My TI99/4A at times locks up 
or goes bonkers while using TI-Writer. 
It has done it at times with the 
Editor/ Assembler, too. TI-Writer 
works fine sometimes. Lately, it will 
load and work anywhere from two 
seconds to five minutes, then the cur
sor disappears and there is sometimes 
lots of noise on the monitor. If I shut 
it off, i.e. power down and start over, 
it loads and sometimes works. I tried 
cleaning the module with alcohol. 
That seemed to help but not cure the 
problem. Extended BASIC, Personal 
Record Keeping and the disk manager 
all work without fail. I had this trou
ble with the first TI-Writer I bought 
and TI replaced it. The ne� one work
ed 95 percent of the time, but lately it's 
gotten useless. Do you suppose it is the 
cartridge holder? I did remove it and 
clean it once. This helped. I didn't 
have any trouble for about a month. I 
don't use the TI a heck of' a lot so it 
shouldn't be worn out. When the TI
Writer is working, it works'. fine. On 
occasion when I plug in the 
Editor/ Assembler it says it can't access 
the 32K memory. When the' TI-Writer 
goes bonkers all the lights on the PEB 
go out as if I've lost connection. This 
seems to happen only  w i th  
Editor/ Assembler and TI-Writer. 

Stanley Page 

Vancouver, British Columbia 

Your TI shouldn't get "worn out" 

even with heavy use. TI-Writer and the 

Editor/ Assembler cartridges are very 
similar so it is not unlikely that both 

would be malfunctioning in the same 

way. We recommend that you contact 

a TI service center. Any readers have 

(Please turn to Page 10) 
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Now get more out of your 
Tl Home Computer-for less. 

ADD A 2ND DISK DRIVE TO YOUR 

Tl/99/4A SYSTEM FOR ONLY 

,,��;j $12995

dt;-� Plus S&H 

Disk Memory 
Drive 

TEX-COMP with its enormous buying power 
has purchased the entire stock of the same 
drive used in the Tl P-Box and is passing the 
savings on to you. These units come com
plete with cable, ready to be installed as a 
number two or three disk drive. 

By adding a second drive to your system 
you can free yourself from swapping pro
gram and data disks on many programs. 
You can also make backups without any disk swapping. 

This is a limited offer subject to prior sale so act fast or you will miss the greatest value in 
a Tl-99/99/4A disk drive that has ever been offered. 
These units are sold with a 90-day warranty. 

EXTRA VALUE BONUS 

With each disk drive ordered we are including a HEAD brand disk drive head cleaning kit 
which regularly sells for $15.95 in the big TEX-COMP catalog. 

Due to this outstanding value, we reserve the right to limit 
quantities. 

SEND $2.00 FOR OUR NEW 30-PAGE 
99/4A CATALOG & BUYERS GUIDE 

WE INCLUDE A $5 SAVING CERTIFICATE! 

Watch for many more outstanding Tl-99/4A offers 
coming from TEX-COMP. 

"THE LEADER OF THE PACK" 

VISA and MASTERCARD 

HOLDERS CALL DIRECT 

(818) 366-6631

SEND ORDER ANO MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO 

TEX�COMP' .. 
PO BOX JJO .. - GRANADA HILLS CA 9134' 

Texas Instruments 

• 
AUTHORIZED DEALER 

TEAMS: All prices F.0.8. Los Angeles. For lastest service use 
cashiers check or money order Add 3% shipping and handling 
($3.00 minimum). East ol Miss1ssipp1 41/, %. (Free shipping on all 
software orders over $100.00). Prices and availabillty subject to 
change without notice We reserve the right to limit quantities. 

NOTE: Paymenr ,n lull musr accompeny ell orders Cred,r•C•rd. 

Company C11eo 01 Money Order tor ,mmed,are s11,pmenr Personal 

c11ec•s 1eQu,re up ro , weeos ro clear Cel,lorn,e orders add 6 ...,'II. sales 

, .. 
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Feedba.cH 

(Continued from Page 8) 

advice on this problem?-Ed. 

Letter errs 

The letter from Mr. Anthony B. 
Pennington of Springfield, Ohio, in 
the April issue is erroneous. First of 
all, the base system has 16K of VDP 
RAM and a mere 256 bytes, or ¼ K of 
CPU RAM. With the addition of the 
32K card, the total becomes 48.25K. 
With the addition of the Mini
Memory, the  total  becomes 
52.25K-the maximum possible. 
Without the 32K card, the console con
tains almost no CPU RAM, not the 
16K Mr. Pennington says is available. 
Furthermore, the system uses 2.079K 
bytes of VDP RAM for Extended 
BASIC, and not the 6K "computed" 
by Mr. Pennington. Additionally, in 
bitmap mode, the Pattern Table holds 
the definitions for three sets of 256 
characters each, not the total of 256 
characters advertised. Also, there is no 
one "operating system chip"; instead, 
most of our operating system resides in 
the two 4K console ROMs in the form 
of GPL. And finally, in Extended 
BASIC with 32K, string data is �lready 
stored in the excess VDP RAM. 

Chris Bobbitt 

Darnestown, Maryland 

A PavarotTI? 

I'm trying to program my TI to sing. 
The natural first choice is "Daisy" as 
sung by HAL-9000 [the computer in 
the movie, "2001 "]. I'm encountering 
a problem with dragging out a sound 
such as e---- in Daisy. I t  comes 
out short choppy e,e,e,e,e, when 
several  ''e' s'' are  p laced
together .Maybe your readers can help 
me. (Note, I'm using the TEii in 
BASIC.) 

Daniel L. Parrott 

Grand Bay, Alabama 

XBASIC command 
Perhaps some reader might help me 

with this: How can you write a com-

mand in Extended BASIC that is like 
the ACCEPT command but allows the 
entry of a full-length string and not 
just a single line. I would like such a 
command or subroutine to have the 
same speed and editing capabilities as 
the ACCEPT command as it now ex
ists. 

George Zinsmeister 

Sunderland, Massachusetts 

Error messages 
I have a TI with a Tachyon System" 

32K stand-alone memory expansion, a 
TI stand-alone disk controler and TI 
disk drive. I also have the TI 
Editor/ Assembler package. My pro
blem is that when I try to assemble a 
program I usually get an error 
message-once in a great while the pro
gram will assemble. This happens with 
the same program, one time it will 
assemble and the next time it won't. 
The rest of the package works fine. 
Also, I have two TI consoles and the 
same thing happens on both machines. 
The error message is: 1/0 ERROR 
10-1/0 ERROR 10. Sometimes this
message will be short and sometimes it
will scroll through several screens, then
it ends with DSR ERROR 02E0 or
DSR ERROR 03F0 or some other DSR
ERROR and this is when I am trying to
assemble the same program.

Tl-Writer info 

Ray W. Speer 

Alton, Illinois 

I'm always happy to see articles tha-t 
unlock the mysteries of TI-Writer, 
and especially enjoyed the one in the 
February issue. I had made up my 
own transliteration file, but ran into 
problems by not having enough 
unused characters to transliterate. I 
appreciate having the use of CTRL U 

explained. 
Handy information for those who 

might not have discovered it for them
selves: the"@" sign doesn't properly 
overstrike on italics. When using italic 
print, use a .TL overstrike. I have Ver-

sion 1. 1 of TI-Writer. Perhaps that 
problem doesn't exist with the later 
version. 

An idiosyncracy of TI-Writer that I 
discovered while printing this letter: if 
".TL" happens to come up as the first 
word on a line, the entire line is 
dropped in printing, whether the 
".TL" was the first word on a line in 
the Text Editor, or happened to hit the 
beginning of a line in

1

printing through 
the Text Formatter. That makes 
sense, but it was puzzling to see a prin
tout that didn't contain everything I 
had written. 

I use TI-Writer for most of my cor
respondence, and usually write several 
letters at a sitting. So I 've found it very 
convenient to use the" .TL" file as the 
master file and call the other files from 
it for printing. I ts name is 
L TRFORMAT, and I included all the 
format commands in it, so that the only 
time I need commands in individual 
letters (aside from indents) is if I occa
sionally want to use different margins. 
After writing as many letters as I want 
to, I load L TRFORMAT, change the 
.IF's from the last printing, save it, 
then use it as the file to be called for 
printing through the Text Formatter. 

Can anyone tell me how to co�vince 
my Gemini to print a program LIST
ing in condensed print with a 132-
character line? I have no problem get
ting it to go to condensed print, but it 
insists on using an SO-character line, 
making the condensed print no advan
tage. I've tried everything I can think 
of, so obviously I'm missing 
something. 

Claire Roberts 

Clovis, New Mexico 

The Feedback column is for readers. It is 

a forum to communicate with other read

ers. The editor will condense excessively 

lengthy submissions where necessary. We 

ask that writers restrict themselves to one 

subject for the sake of simplicity. Our only 

requirement is that items be of interest to 

persons who use the Tl99/4A home compu

ter. Mail Feedback items to: MICROpen

dium, P.O. Box 1343, Round Rock, TX 

78680. 
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Tex-Comp & Navarone NA\IARO\E a.: 
� 

-

-

i7ARTRIDGE 
�-'EXPANDER 

present 
-

-

-

-

Eliminates cartridge overheating and lnc�eases console life. 

24 95 
postpaid 

INCLUDES 
HIDDEN· 
POWERS 
2995 

postpaid 
Unlocks the secrets of the disk and lets you access hidden or "lost" Information.• See important module notice below. 

0UPER-
0DUPER 
Safeguards masters fast. • See important module notice below. 

CPEED 
iJREADING 

24 95 
postpaid 

24 95 
postpaid 

Improves reading speed and comprehension. Versions for children, teens, and adults. Cartridge Software, no extra 
equipment required. 

Version A for teens and adults. Version B for children 8 through 13. 'See important module notice below. 

uOMEWORK 
r"1HELPER, 2995 

postpaid 

Makes homework fun, develops basic computer skills. DISK DRIVE REQUIRED • See important module notice below. 

·roNSOLE
�WRITER 24 95 

postpaid 

Turns your console Into a word processor without disk-drive memory. With just your console, a printer and this unique car
tridge program you can begin word processing today. Features include a full screen text editor that lets you Insert and Delete 
characters and complete lines. The program is extremely easy to use yet powerful enough to handle most home word processing 
applicatioris. • See important module notice below. 

�1 ATABASE 
!�MANAGER

5495 
postpaid 

A customized transaction, filing and reporting system for the small business with new Improved manual. This com
prehensive program controls customer activity, organizes inventory, and tracts business transactions. It allows you to develop and 
organize your files, design your own screens, customize data entry and index information by multiple keys. A powerful sort utility will 
organize entire disk files in any sequence by up to six keys. The Navarone Data Base Management System (DBMS} is a series of pro
grams modules designed to provide powerful yet low cost Data Base Management capabilities for the TI-99 / 4A Home computer. This 
series of programs are written entirely in Assembly language in order to exercise the full power of your 16 bit computer. The Navarone 
Data Base Management System is the most powerful data base system available on the Tl-99 / 4A home computer. You can create 
data bases with up to 25 fields with 32000 records. (record size is limited to 255 bytes). Use the Data Base Management system to 
keep track of inventory, customer files, or stamp collections. DISK DRIVE REQUIRED. 'See important module notice below. 

==AINT 
i� 'N PRINT 34 95 

postpaid 

Create works of art by using the full color palate of your computer and the 32 different brushes available on PAINT N' PRINT. Special 
features allow you to magnify small sections of your picture for detail painting and move sections of your painting anywhere on the 
screen. • See important module notice below. 

Print hard copies on your color printer or just save on a cassette or disk. Requires joystick or Rollerball controller and printer (See 
note}. 

NOTE: This program is compatible as sold with the Axiom GPl00. GP550. or GP700 color printer. For compatibility with other dot 
matrix printers, including Star & Epson, an additional expanded graphics disk is required at $19.95. 

IMPORTANT NOTE: Module programs will not run on 1983 V2.2 Consoles. 

Check your title screen for compatibility. 

Astrology-Horoscope Maker 
-' Music Editor 
.. Sprite Editor 

Disk drive required $19.95 postpaid 

Disk drive required $19.95 postpaid 

Disk drive required $19. 95 postpaid. 

Hidden Powers of Disk Fixer A comprehensive 50-page book. $9.95 postpaid. 

VISA and MASTERCARD 

HOLDERS CALL DIRECT 

SEND ORDER ANO MAKE CH[Cl(S PAYABLE ro 
Texas Instruments 

(818) 366-6631

TERMS: All p11ces FOB. Los Angeles. For fastest service use 
cashiers check or money order Add 3% shipping and handling 
($3.00 minimum). East of M1ss1ss1pp1 4 'I,%. (Free shlpp1no on all 
software orders over $100.00). Pr,ces and ava1lab1l1ty subject to 
chanoe without notice We reserve the right to limit quant1t1es 

TEX.JfCOMP' .. 
PO 801 33084 - GRANADA HILLS CA 913U • 

AUTHORIZED DEALER 

NOTE Paymenr ,n lull must accompany all orders Credit-Card 

Com,oany Chee� o, Money Order lo, immediate shipment Personal 

c'1ecks reowre up ro 4 wee�s to clear Caldorn,a orders add 6½, sales 

ra, 
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---Texas Instruments Tl-9�A - COMPUTERS. COMPONENTS ANO SOFTWARE 

TEX ♦COMP'�roudly Introduces
America's Number One Tl computer retailer 

dventure 
For the Texas Instruments 

ATTENTION Tl OWNERS, 
By special arrangement with Texas Instruments and Adven

ture International, TEX-COMP offers the entire 12-volume 

series of Scott Adam's Adventure for the Tl-99/ 4A Home 

Computer at a special package price of only $49. 95. Save 

hundreds _of dollars off the original suggested retail price. The 

Scott Adams Adventure Series, produced for every major 

brand of home and personal computer, is recognized as the 

leading name in adventure gaming. 

You only need the Tl-9914A (or 9914) console and a tape 

recorder or disk drive storage capability. Insert the Tl Adven

ture Module• into the console and load the particular game 

you want to play from cassette or disk. You are transported to 

another time and place where two-word commands allow you 

to manipulate objects and perform acts as if you were actually 

there. The object of each game varies as the games 

themselves do. It may take hours, days or even months. Like 

a good novel, you can lay it down and then continue where 

you left off. Save the game on cassette or disk and then recall 

it. 

TEX-COMP makes Tl adventuring inexpensive and ex

citing, and offers complete supporting products - Tl Adven

ture Command Module, only $6. 95, and the Official Scott 

Adams Adventure Hint Book, only $7. 95. 

BE SURE TO SPECIFY DISK OR CASSETTE WITH YOUR ORDER! 

THE ADVENTURES . . .

#1 ADVENTURELAND - Wander through an enchanted realm and Irv to 
uncover tr,e 13 Iost treasures There are wild an,mals and mag,cal be,ngs 
to reckon with as well as many other perils and mysteries Th,s ,s tr,e 
Adams Classic tr,at started ,t all' D,tt,culty Level Moderate 

#2 PtRATE ADVENTURE - Only by exploring th,s strange island w,11 you 
be able to uncover the clues necessary lo lead you 10 your elus,ve goal -
recovering tr,e lost treasures of Long John Si1ver D,tt,culty Level Beg,nner 

•3 ADVENTURE •3 - In th,s excI11ng Adventure: 1,me ,s of 1r,e essence 
as you race the clock to complete your m,ss,on ,n 1,me - or else the 
world's first automated nuclear reactor ,s doomed' It you surv,ve th,s chal
leng,ng m,ss,on. consider yourself a true Adventurer' D,rt,culty Level 
Advanced 

#4 VOODOO CASTLE - The Count has fallen v,ct,m 10 a t,end,sh curse 
placed on r,,m by h,s enem,es There he hes. w,th you h,s only possible 
hOpe W,11 you pull off a rescue. or ,s he really down tor 1r,e Coun1?I 

D,tt,culty Level Moderate 

•5 THE COUNT - II beg,ns wr,en you awake ,n a large brass bed ,n a 
castle somewhere ,n Transylvan,a Who are you. what are you do,ng here 
and WHY did tr,e postman deliver a bottle or blood? D,tt,culty Level 
Moderate 

... STRANGE ODYSSEY - At lhe galaxy s rim. there are rewards 
aplenty to be har·,ested from a long-dead ahen c,v,I,zat,on. ,nclud,ng tabu· 
lous treasures and advanced tecnnolog,es. tar beyond human ken I Prepare 
yourself tor the ,ncred,bte' D,rt,culty Le·,el Moderate 

•7 THE MYSTERY FUN HOUSE - As Adventure t17 beg,ns you t,nd 

ADVENTURE HINT BOOK 

yourself nopeIessIy lost ,n tne middle ot a carn,val tun nouse While es
cape may elude you. one tn,ng ,s very clear - you re NOT nere to nave a 
good time' D,rt,culty Level Moderate 

•• PYRAMID OF DOOM - Tn,s ,s an Adventure that w,II transport you to 
a dangerous land of crumbling ruins and trackless desert wastes ,nto 1ne 
PYRAMID OF DOOM' Jewels. gold - ,t s all here for lhe plundering - IF 
you can find the way D,rt,culty Level Moderate 
•t GHOST TOWN - You must explore a once-thriving m,n,ng town ,n 
search of the 13 hidden treasures W,tn everything from rattlesnakes to 
runaway horses. ,t sure a,n-1 go,ng 10 be easy' Includes a spec,al bonus 
scoring system 100 1 D,tt,culty Level Advanced 

t110 SAVAGE ISLAND PART I - A small island hOlds an awesome 
secret - will you be able to discover ,t? Th,s ,s the beg,nn,ng of a two-part 
Adventure (The story continues ,n SAVAGE ISLAND PART 2. 
ADVENTURE #11 ) NOTE This one s a tougn,e - tor eiperienced Ad· 
venturers only' O,rt,culty Level Advanced 
•11 SAVAGE ISLAND PART 11- The suspense begun ,n Adventure #10 
now comes to an ,ncred,ble conclusion w,tn SAVAGE ISLAND PART 111 

Tn,s Adventure requires you to nave successfully t,n,shed "10. where,n 
you were g,ven the secret password lo beg,n th,s f,nal half NOTE For 
experienced Adventurers only' D,tf,culty Level Advanced 

#12 GOLDEN VOYAGE - The king hes near death ,n the royal palace 
You nave only three days to bring back the ehxir needed 10 reIuvena1e 
h,m Journey through the lands of mag,c founta,ns. sacred temples. stormy 
seas and gold. gold. GOLD' Th,s one ,s for experienced Adventurers only' 
D,tt,cully Level Advanced 

Our hint book provides clues and solutions to help you out of those sticky spots you have gotten ,nto, while still enabling you to solve the 
Adventure yourself. So 11 you can t seem to get out of the bog. or locate the Pharoah·s heart. then you ve come 10 the right place for help This 
ed1t1on includes hints for all SCOTT ADAMS Adventures 1 • 12 There ,s also a special section on the making ol Adventure Maps. For those that 
1ust want answers. there Is a solution section. too. But don·t worry . All clues and solutions are specially encoded so that the only time you can 
get a clue or answer ,s when you want one. 

Buy now and SA VE
Hint Book . . . . .  $7.95 
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ALL 12 ADVENTURE PROGRAMS 

PLUS 1 NEW BONUS ADVENTURE 

ONLY $49.95 
ON CASSETTE OR DISKS 

Never Before Pric•ing ! 

er1es 
Home Computer ... by SCOTT ADAMS 

,'_ T � • .', ' ',_ '-, • :; � • ,' '. ',_ • '-. 

HOME COMPUTER 

ADVENTUM 

- -

SOLID STATE CARTRIDGE & CASSETTE 

EXTRA VALUE BONUS 
WITH EACH ADVENTURE SERIES ORDER ON CASSETTE OR DISK. 

TEX-COMP IS INCLUDING THE LATEST ADVENTURE FROM 

EUROPE . . .  "KNIGHT IRONHEART" . . .  WJ-1/CH SELLS FOR $9. 95 

IN THE BIG TEX-COMP CATALOG ... (REQUIRES MODULE) 

Tl ADVENTURE COMMAND MODULE 

This module is required to use the games advertised on this page. If you do 

not already have it. it may be purchased from TEX-COMP for only $6.95. 
Adventure Module PHM3041. ............................... $6. 95 

RETURN TO PIRATE'S ISLAND 

The sequel to Pirates Adventure is now available from TEX-COMP on a self 
contained module with graphics! 

PHM3189 ................................................. Sll.95 

2995 add 3 CO sh,pp,ng 
and !"landltng • 

� ADVENTURE 
,#- '7"- '7'}Jl'I/ 4'4 E D I T O A 

� NOW WRITE AND EDIT YOUR OWN GAMES
FOR THE Tl ADVENTURE MODULE! 

TEX-COMP 11 proud to announce the 99/4A Adventure Editor-an all new program which allows you to write your own adventure pro
grams-Scott Adams mo,ve over! Thia disk or cassette b11ed program allows: 
1. Any exlatlng a'dventure for the 'Adventure· command module to be edited, altered. !lated, end copied fro!TI any storage medium to any other 

storage medium (I.e., tape to disk or vice verae). 
2. New adventure games can be created frNly, using a 'template' game as a start-up step. These games can be conceived using the full power and 

capabllltlH of the Tl 'Adventure' command module. 
The program 11 written for 'Mlnl-Me""'ry' or 'Editor-Assembler' command modules (ceaaette or disk) and offers a full screen editor and a apeclal 

easy-to-uH, mnemonic language called A.P.L. (Adventure Programming Language), and comes with a complete and detailed 75-page manual. 
TEX-COMP Is 1110 organizing a new Tl Adventuring UMl'S Group which wlll allow low-cost exchange of user-written adventures between memberl 

Specify Mini•Memory (Cassette) or Editor Assembler (Disk) Versions 

1---- - ' 
VISA and MASTERCARD 

HOLDERS CALL DIRECT: 

SEND ORO£R AND MAKE CHECKS PA'l'AILE TO· 
T c:xas lnstn.unents VISA 

l (818) 366-6631

24 Hour Order Line 

TEAMS: All prices F.O.B. Los Angeles. For fastest service use 
caahlera checl: or money order. Add 3'1, ■hipping and handling 
($3.00 ,,·irumum). Eaat of Mi11l11lppl •v,¾. (Free shipping on all 
software orders over $100.00). Prices and avallablllty subject to 
change without notice We reserve the right to llmlt quantltiea. 

TEX.JfCOMP' .. 
PO IOll J30U - GRANADA HILLS. CA 113U 

AUTHORIZED DEALER 

NOT£: P•ymenr ,n lull must •ccompany all orders. Credit-Card, 

Comp•ny Check or Mon•y Order for ,mmed,are 1h1pment. ,..,.one/ 

checks requ,re up ro 4 weekS ro ct••r Cahlorn,a order, add Slit,-. 1ele1 

, .. 
SPECIFY DISK OR CASSETTE VERSION 
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TC-99/9 boasts 40/80-column board 

Tex-Comp to market series 
of compatible enclosures 

A new TI-compatible computer, the 
TC-99/9, and a new line of peripherals 
for the TI99/4A have been announced 
by Tex-Comp Users Supply Company 
of Granada Hills, California. 

Tex-Comp is a major retailer of pro
ducts for the TI994A computer. 

Development of the peripherals and 
computer has been done in secret ''to 
avoid premature spreading of rumors 
that can become distorted," said Jerry 
Price of Tex-Comp, graduate engineer 
who directed the design development 
project. 

"We didn't want to make any an
nouncements until we had a viable pro
duct, ready to demonstrate and sell and 
a game plan for future development,'' 
Price said. 

The new product line is based on an 
all-new enclosure which is original in 
design but suggestive of the designs 
currently used by IBM and TI for their 
PC models. 

The basic product being offered by 
Tex-Comp is the TC-I, which com
prises the enclosure, equipped with a 
heavy-duty regulated fan-cooled power 
supply, two double-sided, double
density half-height drives and a rear 
panel of six surge and spike protected 
electrical outlets, each controlled by a 
switch on the front panel. T_his version 
is designed to complement ·the Cor
Comp 9900 expansio_n 'system whi�h 
Price said Tex-Comp feels is the best 
99/ 4A expansion product on · the 
market. 

"With the TC-I configuration, 
which will. be retailed at about $450, 
combined ·with the CorComp 9900 
system, the TI user will have the finest 
state-of-the-art equipment with disk 
storage capacity equivalent to eight TI 
single-sided drives." he said. 

The next product displayed by Tex
Comp at the Consumer Electronics 
Show in Chicago is the model TC-2, 

which has the CorComp 9900 system 
and TI speech synthesizer, built in 
along with the features of the TC-1. 
This configuration is a complete ex
pansion system which will retail at 
about $750. 

Model TC-3 is an upgraded TC-2 
with a 128K RAM and buff er board 
added to the TC-2 configuration, and 
will retail at about $875. 

The TC-99/9 is basically the TC-3 
128K configuration with a modified 
40/80 column TI processor board add
ed and designed to accept the new 
Wico smart keyboard which has a 
IO-key pad and built-in trackball. 
TC-99/9 is a 128K fully compatible TI 
computer, which produced in small 
commercial runs should retail in the 
$1,300-$1,'500 range, fully configured 
with a color monitor. 

"We are currently conducting both 
market and cost studies to determine if 

this product can be viable jn light of 
the existing market and price range," 
said Price. 

He said that in designing and 
developing these products Tex-Comp 
has worked closely with leading com
panies in the technology, including 
CorComp, TI, JMR and Wico. 

In displaying this new line of pro
ducts; "Tex-Comp makes no bones 
about the fact that TC-3 and TC-99/9 
products make little or no sense for the 
typical TI99/4i\ user," said Price. "A 
I28K or greater memory for the 99/4A

will be of virtually no use to the 
average user since none of the presently 
existing TI software can use or access 
it. 

''We have talked to the leading TI 
software developers, including 
Navarone and Pike Creek, whose cur
rent products are carried by Tex-

(Please turn to Page 16) 
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SERVING YOUR COMPLETE TEXAS 

INSTRUMENTS WHOLESALE NEEDS 

THANKS TO ALL OF OUR DEALERS 

FOR THE CONTINUED SUPPORT! 

PLEASE CONTA'CT US CONCERNING 

THE FEATURED PRODUCTS 

INCLUDING THE ALL NEW MINI 
PERIPHERAL SYSTEM,THE HARD 

PRIVE PERSONALITY CARD, AND 

THE INCREDBLE NEW OPERATING. 

SYSTEM FOR THE 99/4A!! 

��YARC 
For the Dealer 
nearest you: 
can 404-928-8791 
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< C) COPYRIGHT SOURCE TELECot··ff'UT ING CORPORAT 1 ON 1 985. 

Welcome to -The Source 
(and the New Texnet) 

By JOHN KOLOEN 

A TI99/4A user can shape certain 
areas of The Source database into a TI 
domain. 

TI subscribers to The Source have an 
active electronic bulletin board, a Parti 
system that some users are trying to 
turn into a reference library for such 
specialties as Editor/ Assembler and 
Forth, and Texnet, an exclusive service 
for TI99/4A users operated by Doyle 
and Don Bynum. Don Bynum was the 
TI executive in charge of the TI99/4A 
during its heyday. 

Before we get into the details of 
these special services, let's first note 
that The Source, which is owned by the 
Reader's Digest Association, offers all 
subscribers.. such typical telecom
munications services as electronic 
bulletin boards, electronic mail and the 
ability for individual subscribers to 
communicate in real-time with each 
other over modems. Users pay an 

hourly rate for accessing The Source, 
which varies depending on the time of 
day and baud rate. Evening ahd 
weekend rates are $7. 75 per hour at 300 
baud and $10.75 per hour at 1200 
baud. The daytime, weekday charge is 
over $20 per hour at 300 baud. A 
storage fee is also assessed for any files 
that a user maintains on The Source's 
computers. The Source charges a 
minimum monthly fee of $10, whether 
you use it or not. (All charges are 
assessed directly to a user's credit 
card.) The Source also offers a 
number of value-added features, such 
as access to stock market airline reser
vation services, that are available at an 
additional charge. However, we will 
ignore these services since they are not 
exclusive to TI subscribers. 

The Source is an easy to use database 
based in Virginia. However, most 
subscribers do not have to pay long 
distance telephone rates to access The 

TEX-COMP PERIPHERALS-

(Continued from Page 14) 

Comp, and they agree that there would 
be no incentive to develop 128K or 
greater software due to the relatively 
small installed base that would ever 
materialize,'' said Price. 

Price pointed out that developing 
and writing a 128K or greater software 

program can take as niuch as 100 iimes 
more work than writing a 48K (or less) 
TI program for the current configura
tion. The amount of development ef
fort can go up almost exponentially as 
the memory capacity of the computer 
increases, said Pride. That is why the 
Super  500K + programs pre• 

Source because it supports a network 
of local access telephone numbers 
across the country. Users call the local 
number, then wait for a prompt in
dicating that a connection has been 
made. Then the u·ser is prompted for 
ID number and password. If 
everything checks out, the user is ad
mitted to The Source and a main menu 
screen appears on his computer screen. 

The main menu lists a number of op
tions, including one allowing direct ac
cess to Texnet. Other options place the 
user at Source command level, which 
means that the user may go directly to 
any offering of The Source database by 
inputting the name for the location 
desired, or he may select any of the re
maining options to follow fully promp
ted menus into a series of well-defined 
database areas. These range from 
home shopping services and computer 
hobbyist areas to news reports from 

(Please turn to Page 18) 

announced by major software houses 
for the Apple Macintosh did not even 
come close to meeting projected 
delivery dates, he said. 

In view of this, Price said he doubts 
that a 128K or greater TI compatible 
could be a commercial success, due to 
the lack of good software. 
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MYARC'" 
AND 

NAVARONE 

AN UNBEATABLE COMBINATION 

��YARC 

�YAAC tNC {.f..;_-;:,-.. , ( 
321128K MEMORY EXPANSION .::_;;:.,_E;,) , ,, . 

F 
MO,t0R¥ EXPAl'1$K)� 
MO<!OIME:l(P•1 

&I'(� ,N(; ���., ....... r'l(.'(f!;, t, J J ti:"' r�ATABASE 
§ lMANAGEMENT
A customized transaction, filing and reporting 
system for the small business. This comprehensive 
program controls customer activity. organizes inYen
tory, and tracks business transactions. It allows you 
to develop and organize your files. design your own 
screens, customize data entry and index information 
by multiple keys. A powerful sort utility will organize 
enrire disk files in any sequence by up to six key� 
DISK DRIVE REQUIRED . 

• Comes complete with comprehension manual and operating
instructions.

• Latest technology assures the most reliable design features.

• Manufactured in the U.S., to strict quality levels. This insures high
system reliability unmatched in the industry.

For the dealer nearest you, call: 404-928-8791 
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MANY USER SERVICES AVAILABLE-

ture to access new i terns. (Continued from Page 16) 

wire services. 

Sticking with a TI99/4A orientation, 

The Source user is most likely to go to 

the TI bulletin board or SourceMail to 

start a session. (The bulletin board can 

be accessed directly from command 

level by entering POST READ Tl.) It 

is not uncommon for 80 or more 

messages to be posted in a week, 

though a number of them are adver

tisements for a variety of products. 

Messages left by TI users vary, though 

most have something to do with com

puting. The most intriguing messages 

often turn out to be those that provide 

directions for users to obtain informa

tion or program from a user's 

Sharefile. 

Individual users may also maintain 

"mailboxes" under their identification 

numbers. Any other Source subscriber 

may leave a message in any Source 

subscriber's SourceMail area, or 

SMAIL. (The act of sending a message 

to another Source subscribed is called 

SMAILing.) Users pay a storage fee 

for any data that they keep in their 

SourceMail, Sharefile or User File 

Directory storage areas. Fees vary 

depending on the amount of data. 

However, users may delete items at any 

time, thus reducing storage fees. 

Unlike the main Source bulletin 

boards, users may create documents of 

any size on Parti where they will be 

available for access by other Parti 

users. Parti allows for branching into 

user-defined sub-conferences. In this 

way, a user who is looking for infor

mation on assembly language pro

gramming, for instance, would not 

have to go through scores of Parti 

messages having to do with other sub

jects to get there. Parti participants 

may modify a Par ti conference as they 

go along. Parti seems to attract more 

sophisticated users than the main TI 

, bulletin board. 

These SFILES, as they are known, 

can consist of virtually anything, from 

lengthy tutorials to actual programs. 

Since Sharefiles are set up by in

dividual users, it is always an adven-

There are, of course, a large number 

of user services available on The 

Source, including the Parti system. 

Parti, which is short for "Participate," 

is a unique expansion of the electronic 

bulletin board concept. Ref erred to as 

a ''conference board,'' Parti expands 

the bulletin board into a lecture hall. 

THE NEW TEXNET 

Perhaps the most promising area on 

The Source for TI users is Texnet. 

Texas Instruments gave Texnet its start 

as a telecommunications network for 

TI99/4A users, but when TI left the 

(Please turn to Page 20) 
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Windows with a view 
Written in super-tight 
assembler CSI Windows uses only 
8K. Small yet so powerful it's 
almost beyond belief ! In this BK 
are an 8SSOrtment of primitives 
that allow you to perform many 
operations on and in winoows. 

Multiple windows 
Support for up to 5 windows, 
each having dimensions of up to 
256 x 192 pixels. 

Tri-lingual windows 
Normally a package this powerful 
would only be available to 
assembly language pr[XJrammers 
but we have taken great pains to 
make it avail ab le f ram three TI 
Languages, Basic( requires E/A 
cartridge), Extended Basic, end 
Assembly Language. A 11 three 
require 48K of ram. 

The 8oocl Part 

We have reciood that CSI Windows 
should be available to everyone 
who wants it. This means that 
you can buy it not for 99. 95 but 
24. 95. As if that's not
incredible enough you can buy the
complete source code and 1 icense
to distribute object moclules for
an oct1itional 24. 95.

CSI Des1gn 0roup 
Box 50150 
St. Louis, Mo. 63105 
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MYARC'" 
DOUBLE SIDED, DOUBLE DENSI1Y, DISK CONTROllER. 

• Read or write in three formats.
:Standard single density.
-Standard double density.
-Non-standard double density.

• Lightning fast operation. Much faster
than original equipment. Faster than
competitive units.

• New commands greatly enhance the
operating system.
Call DIR (x): allows the user to
catalog any of four disk drives without
overwriting memory!
Call LR: Emulates the call load
command.
Call LLR: Emulates the call link
command.
Call ILR: Emulates the call init
command.

• Track access time may be set for any,
or all of four drives. This allows the
user to take full advantage of the new
6ms units for speed.

• Manufactured in the U.S., to strict quality
levels. This will insure high system reli
ability unmatched in the industry.

• Includes cabling, manual and disk
manager.

• Myarc's Level III disk manager allows
flexability and features that are
unsurpassed! Full screen editing.

• Single key operation.

• Fast copy for high speed duplicating.

• Single stroke file handling.

• Editor assembler load and run screen.

• Formats in single sided, double sided,
double density standard, and double
density non-standard formats.

For the Dealer 
nearest you: 
Call 404-928-8791 
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NO EXTRA CHARGE FOR TEXNET-

(Continued from Page 18) 

home computer business it dropped its 
support of the service. Not until the 

summer of 1984 did Don and Doyle 
Bynum begin to pick up the pieces that 
TI had left. After months of work, 

they finally had what is called the New 
Texnet online. 

The New Texnet (hereafter referred 
to as Texnet) is easier to use than the 

original. Much of it is modeled after 
The Source so that a user who is 

familiar with The Source may easily 
find his way on Texnet. Incidentally, 
Texnet may be accessed from Source 

command level at any time simply by 

entering TEXNET. 

There is no charge for accessing Tex
net, except for the hourly charge nor

mally levied by The Source. Texnet 

receives a royalty from The Source bas

ed on the amount of time subscribers 
spend on Texnet. 

Texnet offers an array of seryices, all 
of which begin via its introductory 

menu, which follows: 
1 All About Texnet 
2 Texnet Commands 

3 TI Communications 
4 TI Software 

5 TI Search 

6 TI News 
7 Special TI Functions 

8 Texnet Manual. 

To get familiar with Texnet, the best 
thing to do is to try out all the options. 

For example, selecting option one 
(All About Texnet), the user will be 

able to learn more about the services 

offered, which include a software ex

change, directory of TI user groups, 

listing of TI service centers around the 

country, uploading and downloading 
capability and a suggestion box for 

user ideas. Although it seems a bit 

odd, since Texnet can be accessed only 
by those with a Source identification 

number that begins with a prefix TI (as 
in TI4596), it is also noted that current 

So�rce subscribers with TI computers 

may exchange their Source ID numbers 

for a TI-prefixed number by calling 

Source Communications Marketing, 

800-3 36-3 3 66, 703-821-6666 in
Virginia.

Accessing The Source or 

Texnet is simply a matter of 

following pathnames, or 

menu prompts. Here a user 

goes from the Texnet mail 

menu to the online manual 

with one keystroke. From 

there is is only one more 

keystroke to access a 

chapter from the manual. 

Welcome to the NEW TEXNET 

1 All About Texnet 

2 Texne t Cooimands 
3 TI Communications 
4 Tl Software 

5 TI Search 

6 TJ News 
7 Special Tl Functions 

8 Texnet Manual 

Enter ]tern Number or <H)elp:8 

TEXNET ONLINE twWAL 

Introduction - (7 pages) 

2 Equipment - (2 pages) 

3 Texnet Command�- - (3 pages) 
4 TI Commun i cat: erns - (27 pages) 

5 TI Software - (22 pages) 

6 TI Search - (1 page) 

7 Tl News - (8 pages) 

8 Special TI Functions - (22 pages) 
9 TI SWAP - 02 pages"! 

10 POST A Message - (8 pages) 

11 Trouble-Shooting - (7 pages) 

12 Manual Updates - (1 page) 

Enter item number or Help 8 

SPECIAL TI FIJiCTICtiS - (22 pages) 

Points To Remember - (6 pages) 

2 Download From Personal UFO - (6 pages) 
3 Load File To Personal UFO - (6 pages) 
4 Decode Text File - <4 pages) 

Selecting option 2 from the Texnet 

menu will provide a listing of Texnet 

commands. Each may be used directly 

from the Source command level. They 

are: 

option results in the following menu: 
1 TI Chat (two-way, real-time com

munication between users. This can be 

initiated by any user but users are not 
required to respond. The Chat option 

may be turned off so that other users 
are unable to initiate the option.-) Chat 

is also supported by The Source. 
TIUSER-TI user group lists 

TISOFT-TI software for sale 

TISW AP-Texnet free software ex
change. 

TIDECODE-Decode text transmitted 

from your TI 
TISERVICE-TI service centers 

TINEWS-News about the TI. 

Selecting the TI Communications 

2 TI Users (listing of TI users and brief 
biographies. Providing such informa

tion is voluntary.) Source offers a 

similar listing for Source subscribers. 

3 TI Online (lists the ID numbers of TI 

(Please turn to Page 22) 
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MYARC'· 
RS232 INTERFACE CARD. 

• RS232 serial port allows output to any serial device (modems,
serial printers etc).

• With opional Y-cable you can access a second serial port. This
feature would allow a serial printer and a modem.

• Parallel port allows output to a parallel printer'.
• A second RS232 may be purchased to allow four serial and two

parallel ports. These would be accessed as P10"-P10/2-RS232-
1/2/3/4.

• Supports TI Basic with commands like: open, close, save and old,
etc.

• Comes complete with comprehension manual and operating
instructions.

• Latest technology assures the most reliable design features.

• Manufactureq in the U.S., to strict quality levels. This insures high
system reliability unmatched in the industry,

For the dealer nearest you, call: 404-928-8791 



Quality Soft Ware for 
the Tl99/4A Computer 

f>��- '.:�{:�j�(;i--,· 
�� � 4T1eAs•cl \..�PitKEr·I 

Jtt� $24�95 
* For All Lottery Games-

Lotto 
Daily Number 
Pick4 

* Pre-Programmed For All
Games in USA & Canada 

* Customize To Any System 
* Improves Your Chance For 

Million Dollar Jackpots! 

The Ultimate Pro Football Analyzer 

II 
Send for 
free 
catalog 

* \\dining Track Record PRO 

* For NFL and USFL t 
* Easy To Use-Requires FOOTBALL 
· Only 5 Minutes A Week ANALYST" 
* Any Newspaper Supplies ----

Stats 
* Pays For Itself QNL y $34.95 
* Our Best Seller 

' Iii 
ORDER TODAY! 
Mail check or money order tn· C O D O d 
RIDGE SERVICES � 

. . . r ers 

170 Broadway, Suite 201 � 
New York, NY 10038 

CALL (718) 833-6335 
All refused C. O.D. orders are 

Include 5% Shipping Charges. subjecr ro a $7.50 resrocking 
NY residents add 8.25% tax. charge. 
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300 FREE PROGRAMS-

(Continued from Page 20) 
users who are using Texnet/Source at 
any particular time.) Source offers a 
similar listing ID numbers of all per
sons using The Source at any time. 
4 TI Suggestion Box 
5 TI Service (listing of Texas In
struments service centers.) 

Accessing any option from a Texnet 
or Source menu results in a prompt for 
further action on the part of the user. 
Options may also be accessed directly 
by using particular commands at com
mand level. 

Perhaps the most popular feature of 
an electronic database to new users is 
the software offered for downloading. 
Texnet has a library of about 300 user
written programs, 100 of which were 
previously available through the Inter
national 99/4 Users Group (JUG). 
These programs are available free 
through TISW AP. 

Texnet also offers a TI Software 

Store that sells downloadable software 
to users. Such software is offered in a 
variety of categories-education, utili
ty, game, etc. Software sold through 
the Software Store is offered at a 
charge ranging from $4.95 to $29.95. 

Selecting the TI Software Store op
tion from the main Texnet menu 
results in a two-item submenu: 
I TI Submit 
2 TI Software Store. 

TI Submit is available for users who 
wish to upload programs to TISW AP. 
Programs for the Software Store are 
uploaded using special functions then 
moved to Texnet via Sfiles. 

Option 2 leads to prompts that help 
the user select and then order software 
from the Software Store. Users may 
review descriptions of the software byh 
category or title. Or, a user may list 
descriptions of the entire contents of 
the Software Store. Users may scan ab-· 

(Please turn to Page 24) 

SJJECJ AL OFFER ONLY FOR 
READEl{S OF MICROpendium 

I J & K H Software Order Blank I 

I 

1·0 t. off 
UftLID ONLY WITH THIS 80 · (thru 7/1/85) 

ORDERS MUST BE SENT DIRECTLY TO: 

II a 18 ID SJYJJ/P'fJ'ff?tiJllJII 
INJll(IJ .o!. J.l tiJ/lliJfjJ(/J(iJ{JJ i1flfl"JiKll{J 

JJrOll�{iJ{jJg 1'"1 IIIJl/(!)(4 
Products: i..11.t Pr.1 
SUPER EITENDED BASIC . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 199. 9«s 

Backup Disk' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . S 15.00 
SDrief Newsletter (001-006)' .......... included 
SIBrief Newsletter (007-01&)' ....... · .... SI0.00 
SDrief Newsletter (01 9 -030)' ........... SI0.00 
Assembly listing (66 pages)' . . . . . . . . . . . . S39.95 

SIB Run Time Option . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . S5-i. 95 
llolti-Disk Informer (Stand Alone) . . . . . . . . . . S29.95 
Multi-Dist. Informer (SIB Version) . . . . . . . . . . S l9.95 
Video TiUes I (tape/dist.) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . S29.95 
Video TiUes 11 (disk) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . S-19. 95 
Video TiUes Ill (tape/disk) ................ S2-l.95 

Name 

Address 

Citv 
State Country Postal Code 
Phone �Da:yJ �Evening) 

0tv. Descriotion Price Total 

�!�:!i!i!i! Subtotal
i!:!�!!!!! lOS DISCOUNT (thru 7/1/85) 

•:;:;!;:;� Subtota1 
!!!!!!!!!!• -t� Sale:$ Tax (Virginia only) 

!!��!!!!. Non-Horth America .Air Mail -- $5.00/order 
�i!!!i!i�: Grand Total (Payment in U.S. Funds Only) 

□ Check D Money Order D Visa D MasterCard

Account Humber Expiration Date 

Authorize<! Si2nature 

·�.�
h

•iffi1iffiiI�I VISA" ==CIC�
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MYARC'· 
, 32/128K Memory expansion and real RAM disk. 

• can ABPS/1 or /2 - Print spooler
command allows print spool
(buffer) operation to an RS232 serial
printer.

• can SPPIO - Same operation as
above except with a parallel printer.

• can RDDIR - Allows complete
cataloging of RAM disk files (similar
to cataloging disk drive).

• can EMDKI(l) - Instructs RAM
disk to emulate disk drive 1 for auto
booting of the program stored in
memory like TI-Writer*.

• can EMDKI(O) - Tums off
EMDKI(l) command.

• can VOL ("small volume -
name") - Allows directories and
sub-directories to file on the RAM
disk Also obtains all directories in
the RAM disk 

• Manufactured in the U.S., to strict
quality levels. This will insur� l)igh
system reliability unmatched in the
industry.

• The only true RAM disk available for
the TI 99/4A* computer, offering high
speed program load and execution,
mass data and file storage. Complete
high speed file manipulation plus
100% compatability, make this unit
the most sought after perpheral ever
offered.

• This unit may be purchased as a
normal 32K memory expansion card
and upgraded to RAM disk at a later
time.

• The card includes 32K bytes of
memory expansion RAM that is 100% 
compatable to all Texas Instruments* 
software. 

For the dealer nearest you, caJJ: 404-928-8791 
•Trademark of Texas Instruments Inc.
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PROGRAMS SOLD AND GIVEN AWAY-

(Continued from Page 22) 

breviated descriptions of the software 
or read in-depth descriptions detailing 
program functions and requirements. 
Documentation for some programs is 
listed in SFILES or on TINEWS. Pay
ment for these programs is via credit 
card prior to downloading. 

Incidentally, use of credit cards of
fers a unique means of protecting soft
ware from piracy. The following war
ning is appended to some software 
descriptions: 
WARNING-YOUR NAME AND 
MASTERCARD OR VISA NUMBER 
WILL BE ENCODED IN SEVERAL 
LOCATIONS AND WILL BE RAN
DOMLY DISPLAYED DURING EX
ECUTION. VIOLATING THE 
COPYRIGHT WILL MEAN GIVING 
YOUR CREDIT CARD TO THE 
PEOPLE WITH WHOM . YOU 
SHARE THE AUTHORS WORK! 

Softmail Inc., which operates Tex
net, is the publisher of the programs. 
Authors receive a royalty on sales. 

TISW AP may be the most popular 
feature of Texnet. After all, users may 
download hundreds of programs for 
no more than the cost of the telephone 
connection and Source access charge. 
Unlike the programs available through 
the TI Software Store, programs of
fered through TISW AP are not 
copyrighted. There is a lot of variety in 
program offerings, ranging from very 
simple games in console BASIC to 
utilities designed to facilitate program
ming. 

TISW AP is accessed through The 
Source command level. Users may 
select listings of programs by category 
or review the entire contents of the 
TISWAP database. Users may scan 
the titles of each category, such as 
Utility, and return for desctiptions of 
particular titles, or narrow or expand 
the search field as desired. (lnciden tal
ly, there are more than 50 programs 
listed in the Utility category.) This 
process is used in virtually all Source 
services, so anyone familiar with The 
Source will find no trouble in using 
TISWAP. 

Once the selection is made, the user 

is prompted to proceed with the 
downloading, which writes the nro
gram to the user's disk. (Downloading 
or uploading cannot be done using 
cassette tapes.) 

TISW AP also allows users to upload 
programs for consideration by Tex net. 

If selected by Texnet, these uploaded 
programs will be added to TISW AP 
for downloading by other users. All 
programs in TISW AP are considered 
to be in the public domain. 

The TI NEWS option ''is something 
of a misnomer," Bynum says. "It con
tains as much current events-type stuff 
as we can get but we really see its main 
potential as a reference database for 
users. Such things as tutorials, 

manuals (like the TI Forth manual), 
and product reviews are what we hope 
will be of value when available as 
keyworded databases.'' 

While TINEWS is still in a 

(Please turn to Page 26) 

A 'broader orientation' 
Keeping Texnet alive isn't quite a full-time job, but it takes three men to 

do it. Don Bynum says he spends about three hours a day maintaining Tex
net, while his father, Doyle, is online about an hour each day. Blaine Cran
dall, who's in charge of TISWAP, spends about 90 minutes a day updating 
and maintaining the free program service. 

The personable Bynum estimates that some 12 percent of all Source 
subscribers own TI99/4A computers. He extrapolates the figures from 
counting the number of subscribers whose ID numbers have TI prefixes. 
What this means, for example, is that the number of programs on TISWAP 
can be increased indefinitely. ''The Source determines how much space on 
their disks we can have and becamuse of the amount of billing we generate 
for them ... they say 'don't worry about the space.' " Incidentally, TI Forth 
has been added to the TISW AP list of programs. It takes more· than an 
hour to download at 1200 baud, Bynum says. An effort is under way to 
make portions of the Forth manual available on TINEWS. 

Unlike CompuServe, which Bynum characterizes as being oriented 
"more toward very sophisticated users," Texnet "tries to maintain a 
broader orientation.'' 

Noting that use of The Source/Texnet can be expensive, Bynum says that 
the typical, experienced .user can reduce costs significantly. ''Most people 
get on, go to TISWAP and list the contents, dumping it into a disk. Then 
they logoff and review their disk files and then logon to download a pro
gram." 

Running at 1200 baud can also save money, even though the hourly rate is 
higher than at 300 baud. Again, a user can go to an area of the database, 
dump the contents to a disk at high speed and logoff. Depending on the ter
minal emulator that is used, the disk file can be called up using TI-Writer 
for review. 

Bynum notes that not all terminal emulators are designed to work with 
Texnet. He says few problems have been reported by persons using 
AMA/Link, TEii or TE1200. P-TERM users have reported problems 
when trying to download programs. 

Softmail Inc., which operates Texnet, is continuing a special introductory 
subcription fee through June 30. New subscribers can obtain a Source/Tex
net subscription and TE-1200 for $69.95. For more information, or to 
order, contact the company at P .0. Box 745, Rockwall, TX 75087. 
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ff f . . .  On Our Most Popular 
ensa IOna f/CeS. • • Hardware and Software!! 

ffliCIO�- Extended BASIC 
OPERATES THE SAME AS Tl EXTENDED BASIC 

• Plug-in Cartridge • 240 Page Manual 

With MicroPal Extended BASIC, you can run the 
hundreds of programs that require Extended 
BASIC. Programmers can automatically access the 
32K memory expansion and auto-load disk based 
programs; utilize sprite graphics for smooth motion; 
and add speech - 400 word built-in vocabulary!! 

Sug. Retail $89.95 
32967 LOW INTRODUCTORY PRICE $74.95!! 

We meet any competitive price on Extended BASIC! 

SKETCH MATE
by 

AMERISOFT 
Rated "A" by Micropendium, March '85! 

Sketch Mate allows Super Sketch creations to be 
saved to disk and printed on Gemini, Epson and 
compatible printers!!! Sketch Mate comes with a 4 
page manual and is very easy to use. Enjoy full use 
of the capabilities of your Super Sketch drawing 
pad. Requires: Super Sketch, Cartridge Expander, 
32K, and Extended BASIC OR Editor/Assembler OR 
Mini-Memory 

33617 Sketch Mate - Disk $29._95 

THE99e .. 
DISKETTE! .. 
Are you paying too much for diskettes? Try our first 
quality, prime, 5¼" diskettes (no rejects, no 
seconds) at these fantastic sale prices and save, 
save, SAVE! Disks are packaged in boxes of 50; 
each box contains 5 shrink-wrapped 10-packs that 
include diskettes in sleeves, labels, and write
protect tabs. 

Each diskette is certified to be 100% error free 
and comes with a lifetime warranty (if you have a 
problem, we'll replace the diskette). All diskettes 
include hub reinforcement rings and write-protect 
notch· Box of 50 
32391 s. , uD Diskettes $49.50 

(99¢ each!) 

32403 DS, DD Diskettes $74.50 
($1.49 each!) 

***********1rif*** 

FREE! 
"EVERYTHING BOOK" 

For the 
Tl Home Computer 

Order Item #25982 

***1rif*********** 

AVAILABLE FROM 

YOUR FRIENDS AT 

BMC COLOR MONITOR 

13" Non-glare screen, built-in speaker, superb 
resolution of 350 by 350 lines. (Was $239) 
23231 Color Monitor $199.00 

The BX-130 printer offers sophisticated features 
for a fantastic price' Bidirectional, logic-seeking 
printing at a fast 130 characters per second 
The 9-pin print head produces precise, high 
resolution characters in a variety of modes in
cluding condensed, enlarged, subscript and 
superscript. Friction and tractor feed. 

(Was $259) 
23564 BX-130 Printer ONLY $199.00 

TEAC HALF-HEIGHT 

DISK DRIVE 
This double-sided, double-density half-height 
disk drive provides up to 360K of storage 
when used with CorComp or Myarc disk con
troller cards (operates as single-sided, single
density drive with Tl controller for 180K of 
storage). The drives are shipped "bare" and 
can be installed in Tl Peripheral Expansion 
Box; or may be used externally by installing 
in Box W4th Power Supply. Hook-up cables 
are require'd; please contact our Customer 
Service Department to determine correct 
cables for your system. 

31031 Teac Disk Drive $139.95 
20164 External Box with 

Power Supply $59.95 

BEST-SELLING HARDWARE! 

STAR MICRONICS SG-10 PRINTER 
33251 ........................... $259.00 
Latest model! Draft quality at 120 cps, near letter 
quality at 30 cps. 2K print buffer. 
19179 EPSON LX-80 PRINTER ................. $249.00 
30235 AXIOM PARALLEL PRINTER INTERFACE .. $ 79.95 
29784 CORCOMP RS-232 INTERFACE .......... $127.00 
29802 CORCOMP 9900 

MICRO-EXPANSION SYSTEM ............ $329.00 
MYARC or CORCOMP RS-232 CARD ............. $ 79.95 
MYARC or CORCOMP DISK CONTROLLER CARD .. $169.95 
13315 CORCOMP 32K MEMORY CARD ......... $ 99.95 

-
) 

20164 BOX WITH POWER SUPPLY 

\ ( ,, 
for external disk drive ....... $ 59. 95 

jL 31173 NEW WICO 3-WAY 

• 
GATELOCK JOYSTICK ...... $ 24.95 

10285 WICO Tl ADAPTER ........ $ 8. 95 
31007 PROSTICK II. Comes with Tl adapter . ...... $ 24.95 
13329 NAVARONE CARTRIDGE EXPANDER ...... $ 29.95 

We gladly accept 
mail orders! 

SHIPPING CHARGES 
ORDER AMOUNT CHARGE 
less than $20.00 $3. 75 

I■� 

P. 0. Box 6578

South Bend, IN 46660

Questions? Call 
219/259-7051 

$20.00-$39.99 4.75 
$40.00-$74.99 5.75 
$75.00-$149.99 6.75 
$1 50.00-$299.99 7.75 
$300 & up 8.75 

NO EXTRA FEE FOR CHARGES 

ORDER TOLL FREE 

1-800-348-2778
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PRESENTS: 

*!!I.I!!* TI -99/4A

SOFTWARE! 

SCHEDULE MANAGER+ 
11N INT[GIUIT[D llttDINTMCNT 
HDIC I CIILENON I NDTUDDH IN Xt 
IND 1155£MtLY - $ 2'1 JIS: 

STAMP MANAGER+ 
usn -FRIENOL \' DIITIIIIIS[ ,HGRIIM 
FDA STIIMP' CILUCTDRS - $ 1&. 115>• 

MUSIC SYNTHESIZER+ 
• MUSIC MRKINO MIIO[ [IISV raft 

THE NDUICE - $ 1S . 'IS: 

BALLOON WARS+
II 30 5UECN ITIUIT£GV t' RRCRDE 
GRME FDR DNt: ,u1VER - $ 11. 'IS: 

SEND FOR A FREE 
CATALOG 

CR MAIL ORDERS TO 

� P.□. B □ X 10306 �
R□CKVILLE7MD 

850 

<ALL PROGRAMS 
REQUIRE DISK7 32K 

AND XBASIC) 

�110 MIIOE WITM II TI-11 .. /lfR� 

CONTEST PAYS $100-

(Continued from Page 24) 

developmental stage compared to 

TISW AP and other functions, it has 

great potential. 

When Texas Instruments operated 

Texnet, TINEWS was used to hype 

new products. The New Texnet has 

cleared out all the detritus and is offer

ing the comments of columnists as well 

as articles about programming and 

other subjects. TINEWS offers $100 

to the author of the best article submit

ted each month. A similar contest is 

run to encourage submissions to 

TISWAP. 

Selection 7 on the Texnet menu, 

Special TI Functions, supports 

uploading and downloading via User 

File Directories (UFD) and decoding 

functions. A UFD is a private file 

maintained by a user for his own user, 

while a Sharefile UFD is a public file 

that may be accessed by other users. 

Selection 8, Texnet Online Manual, 

is a recent innovation that provides 

comprehensive information about Tex

net and how to use it. It is divided into 

the following chapters: 

1 Introduction-(? pages) 

2 Equipment-(2 pages) 

3 Texnet Commands-(3 pages) 

4 TI Communications-(27 pages) 

5 TI Software-(22 pages) 

6 TI Search-(1 page) 

7 TI News-(8 pages) 

8 Special TI Functions-(22 pages) 

9 TI SWAP-(12 pages) 

10 POST a message-(8 pages) 

11 Trouble-shooting-(7 pages) 

12 Manual updates-(1 page). 
The ''pages'' ref erred to indicate the 

number of screens of information 

available under each chapter. 

Texnet is a constantly evolving crea

tion with as much potential for the 

future as any telecommunications ser

vice available to TI users. The only 

way to fully appreciate it or The Source 

is to go online. 

The first TRUE Database System for the Tl99/4A 
DON'T WANT TO PROGRAM? ACORN 99 IS: 

EASY -Step-by-step instruction manual with complete examples of applications. Non-programmers can easily create, 
u·pdate, search, and report from databases of their own design.

FLEXIBLE -YOU determine item types and sizes, number of items, record sizes, and number of records. Up to four
different types of related records can be stored in a single database. 

ACCURATE -User-specified range and value checking can be applied to inputs to ensure that only correct data is 
entered into the database. 

DEVELOPING YOUR OWN PROGRAMS? ACORN 99 IS: 

POWERFUL - Extended BASIC programs can access up to three databases simultaneous!/ This, along with a
two-level record structure, allows applications that just aren't possible with less-capable systems. 

TIME-SAVING -,A complete database subsystem, ready for use in your programs. A pre-processor automatically 
inserts required statements and subroutines into Extended BASIC programs your write. 

COMPLETE -In addition to the database, a subset of our exclusive 40-column "Display Enhancement Package" is 
included and can be used with programs you write. 

FAST -Critical functions written in Assembler Language for maximum speed. 
Comes on TWO disks; complete instruction manual included. One disk drive, 32K memory expansion, and Extended 
BASIC required. Only $59.95. 

********** COMING SOON**********

Expanded Pre-processor-generates Extended BASIC statements to produce custom menus, screens, and reports from 
your specifications WITHOUT PROGRAMMING .. 

********** AVAILABLE NOW**********

Display Enhancement Package - 40-column display, forward/backward scrolling, split screen, enhanced keyboard 
functions, much more. Still only $29.95 
SMASH -The Program Optimizer -Compress XBASIC programs up to 30%. $24.95 
French Drill -Create, maintain, and practice with vocabulary lists. $19.95 
Super Checkbook -Easy to use checking account manager. $19.95 
ALL PROGRAMS REQUIRE DISK AND XBASIC. ALL EXCEPT "SMASH" REQUIRE 32K ADD-ON. 
Send check or MO to: 

Send check or MO to: OAK TREE SYSTEMS, 3922 VALENTINE RD., WHITEMORE LAKE, Ml 48189
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Transform your 9914A into a
POWERFUL ZBOA SYSTEM 
$259 95 A $350 value now

• for one month only.

The latest magic from Foundation gives you a 
complete CP/M

™ 
computer system in a 

clamshell case. Two RS-232 ports, 64K of high
speed memory, a 4 Mhz ZB0A, and double 
density disk controller. Just plug in your disk 
drives and tap into a world of 10,000 CP/M 
programs. 

BO COLUMN INTELLIGENT 
TERMINAL 
$309.95 
More magic. All the circuits that would go into a $1500 
intelligent terminal squeezed into one slot of a 99/4A 
expansion box. Completely compatible with our Z80A card, 
of course. 

And don1t forget our memory • . •

The 12BK Card $230.00 
Still the most powerful RAM card you can buy for the Tl 
99/4A. Now with $29.95 disk file emulator. 

A $260 value. 
* Now, tor 1 month

only. Both'°' 11995

Ji, 

FOUNDATION 

COMPUTING 

7 4 Claire Way 
Tiburon, CA 94920 
(415) 388-3840

TM CPIM is a trademark of Digital Research, Inc. 
• Add 3 % shipping, California residents add 6.56 sales tax.
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PRK commands enhance BASIC 
The following is the second part of an 

article started last month detailing 

special uses of the Personal Record 

Keeping cartridge-Ed. 

By LA URIE SMITH 

Here are the special commands 
available with Personal Record Keep
ing. If the cartridge is inserted and TI 
BASIC is chosen, then these un
documented commands are available: 

1. The PREP subprogram is used to
define a fixed length data area in VDP 
RAM. 
-CALL P(V), where V is a numeric
expression which is the number of bites
to reserve.

2. The LOAD subprogram is used to
load a data file from an external device 
into the data area reserved by the 
PREP subprogram. 
-CALL L(V$ V), where V$ file 
name and V = return variable. 

3: The SA VE subprogram is used to 

save a data file from the data are, 
reserved by the PREP subprogram to 
an external device. 
-CALL S(V$, V), where V$ = file
name and V = return variable.

4. The ACCEPT subprogram is us
ed to accept data entry from the con
sole and return that entry on the screen 
at a specified location. It can take one 
of the following forms: 
CALL A(Y ,X,C, V ,L,H) 
CALL A(Y,X,W,C,V) 
CALL A(Y ,X, W ,C, V ,F) 
CALL A(Y,X,W,C,V$) 
where 
Y = Y screen position 
X = X screen position 
W = field width 
C = return code 

1 = valid non-empty data was 
entered 

2 = an empty data field was 
entered 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
. -----......--- . 

: � I U It I a'i'!ii'i°.�,..rlJ-,t 
: 

. � " . 

: -, 
2 

THE IG 
: 

i ;"-�")- ' ! 
! ,_5 CARD I 
• • 
. ----=�---- . • • 

: HOW TO DOUBLE THE CAPACITY : 
: OF A SINGLE-SIDED : 
: 5.25 IN. SOFT SECTORED DISK. : 
• •
: FOR ALL SINGLE-SIDED DISK DRIVES : 
: Enjoy the advantages and convenience of : 
• • 

: using the other side of your single-sided diskettes. : 
: With the IQ Card you will be able to use both : 
: sides of the single-sided floppy disks you now : 
• • 

: have; plus all the ones you will buy in the : 
: future. : 

3 Shift-A was pressed 
4 Shift-R was pressed 
5 Shift-V was pressed 
6 Shift-W was pressed 
7 = Shift-Z wa� pressed 

V = return variable 
V$ = return variable 
L = low value 
H = high value 
F = field number 

6. The DISPLAY subprogram is us
ed to display characters on the screen 
at a specified location. This statement 
can take one of the following forms: 
CALL D(Y,X,W,V) 
CALL D(Y ,X, W, V$) 
CALL. D(Yl,Xl,Wl,V3,Y2,X2,W2, 
V2$, Y3,X3,W3, V3,etq 
where 
Y = Y screen position 
X = X screen position 
W = field width 

(Please turn to Page 30) 

C#TL 1-9 
User redefinable-For 
commands such as Run, List 
etc. Up to 140 characters 
long per key command. 
Available in command mode, 
CIITL 0 

A graphics screen dump any 
lime you want it, whether a 
program is running or not! 
C#TL= 
Catalog disk-Available 
Anytime-Prints to screen 
and to printer if specified. 

: SEND FOR YOURS TODAY ! 
• •
: The IQ Card will be on its way to you- by : 

. PCKEYS Gives You 12 

PCKEYS also allows you to 
change the screen and text 
colors with one command
In immediate or run 
modes-great for use with 
monochrome monitors I 

: first class mail the same day that we receive : 
• I • 
• your order. Send check or money order for •
• • 

: $9.50 to: : 
: THE IQ CARD ! 
! 127 HAVEN AVENUE SOUTH : 
• •
: RONKONKOMA, N.Y. 11779 : 
: (New York State residen�s. add Sales tax.) : 
• Division of: Pat. Pend. • 

i BUllNG HINGE CO. i• • 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Commands, Each Available With 1 
Key Press ... In Extended Basic 

Run or Immediate Mode 

Techni-Graphics 

443 Perrie Dr. #302 
Elk Grove Vil., IL 60007 

$22.50 
Illinois residents add 1% sales tax 

For Tl 9914A only, req. 
Extended Basic, 32K disk 
drive and 8 dot addressable, 
8 bit printer for screen dump. 
100% machine languag�
Uses no Extended Bas,c 
program space. 
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SST Expanded Basic Compiler System 
"The most powerful high level language available for the T.l./4A 11

NOW ONLY $49.00 
The SST EXPANDED BASIC COMPILER contains all of the features of the SST BASIC COMPILER, plus most of the features of 
EXTENDED BASIC. It also includes many commands that are not available in Tl BASIC or Tl EXTENDED BASIC. A major feature 
of the SST EXPANDED BASIC COMPILER is the ability to add your own commands. If you have need of a command not 
commonly found in Basic, you can easily add it to our compiler (Editor/Assembler module only). 

The SST EXPANDED BASIC COMPILER package translates a Basic program intq TMS9900 machine language, resulting in a 
great gain in program execution speed. The compiled commands are up to 160 times faster than the corresponding commands 
in Tl BASIC or EXTENDED BASIC. For a comparison we used our Compiler to run the benchmark program for making change in 
the April 1984 MICROpendium. This program takes over 30 minutes in Tl BASIC. When the program was compiled using the SST

EXPANDED BASIC COMPILER, the program ran in 37 seconds. In fact, you can compile the program, save it on a disk, recall it, 
run it and still be considerably faster than Tl BASIC. 

A second benchmark program appeared in the November 1984 issue of the MICROpendium (page 22). This program took: 

209.4 seconds in Tl BASIC 7.2 seconds in Tl FORTH 
219.6 seconds in Tl EXTENDED BASIC 4.9 seconds in WYCOVE FORTH 

2.5 seconds In SST BASIC or EXPANDED BASIC 

The SST EXPANDED COMPILER is also many times faster than Tl PASCAL. 

The SST EXPANDED BASIC COMPILER contains most of the standard features of EXTENDED BASIC and is especially useful for 
number crunching, text manipulation and for producing arcade type games. However, some translation of a Basic program may 
be required. 

SST Software has invested about two and one half man-years in the development of this package. With the requirements of 
Memory Expansion, Disk Drive and either Editor/ Assembler or Mini- Memory the SST EXPANDED BASIC COMPILER gives you 
the following features: 

• The ability to use sprites, sound, joyst, graphics,
and string functions. 

• The ability to write and compile up to 470 lines 
of Basic code. 

• The ability to link compiled programs together
as one large system. 

• The ability to call up to seven compiled programs
from a Tl Basic program.

• The ability to dimension up to 1800 element
floating point arrays. 

• The use of many of the floating point function
statements available in Tl Basic.

• The ability to do integer arithmetic for extremely
fast execution speed.

• The ability to dimension up to a 12000 element
integer array using Memory Expansion.

• The use of strings for input, output, character
definition and text manipulation.

• The ability to write and debug a Basic program 
using the Tl console and interpreter, and then 
compile it without the need for retyping. 

• The ability to use Bit Map mode for high 
resolution graphics. 

• The ability to add up to five of your own commands. 

• The ability to access a disk drive and the 
RS232 interface. 

• The ability to store the compiled program 
permanently on disk so that it never needs to be 
compiled again. 

• The ability to use the Tl Loader for faster 
loading speeds of compiled programs.

• A manual of more than 60 pages. 

SST Expanded Basic Compiler System with a High 
Resolution Graphics Package and Text Mode 

NOW ONLY $59.00 
This versi.on gives you all the features of the EXPANDED COMPILER plus 40 column mode and 12 new commands for high 
resolution graphics. 

NEW!! PRE/SST Program $30.00 
A program translator aid which facilitates preparing existing Basic and Extended Basic Programs for processing by the SST 
EXPANDED BASIC COMPILER SYSTEM. Makes developing new programs easier. It converts multiple line statements to single 
lines. It allows you to convert floating point variables to integer variables for increased speed. It also allows you to use such 
things as numeric constants and takes care of defining variables and constants. The PRE/SST PROGRAM helps you tap the full 
power of the SST COMPILER SYSTEM. (Requires Extended Basic) 

SST SOFTWARE, INC. 
BOX 26 • CEDARBURG, WI 53012 • (414) 771-8415 
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PRK ENHANCES BASIC-

(Continued from Page 28) 

V = display value 
V$ = display value 

The GETPUT subprogram is used to 
write data to and read data from a file 
that has been defined using the PREP 
and HEADER subprograms and takes 
one of the following forms: 
CALL G(R/W ,REC,FLD, V) 
CALL G(R/W,REC,FLD,V$) 
CALL G(R/W ,REC,FLD,MIS, V2) 
CALL G(R/W,REC,FLD,MIS,V2$) 
where 
R/W = read/write code 

0 = write valid data to the file 
1 = read data from the file 
2 = indicate missing data in file 
anything else will cause an error. 

REC = record number 
FLD = field number 
V = numeric value 
V$ = string value 
MIS = return code 
V2 = return variable 
V2$ = return variable 

8. The HEADER supprogram i� us
ed to write and/or read the informa
tion in the file header. It can take one 
of the following forms: 
CALL H(R/W,INFO,FLD,V) 
Cf.LL H(R/W,1NFO,FLD,V$) 
where 
R/W = access code 

0 = write information in header 
1 = read information in header 

INFO = header item number (value of 
1 to 14 which specifies which item of 
header information is to be read/writ
ten) 

1 File name (0 to 9 characters) 
2 Day of month (Integer from to 

31) 
3 Month (Integer from 1 to 12) 
4 Year (Integer from O to 99) 
5 Number of fields per record (This 

is updated by the HEADER routine 
each time a new highest numbered field 
is defined) 

6 Number of records (This is up
dated by the GETPUT routine each 

E·FILESss 
A VERSATILE ELECTRONIC CARD FILE DATA BASE, 
WITH EASY TO USE PICTURE DRIVEN l'IENUS. JUST 
POINT TO THE DESIRED DRAWER, DEFINE THE FILE 
ACCORDING TO YOUR OWN SPECIFICATIONS. SORT 
OR SEARCH BY ANY USER DEFINED FIELD. ADDRESS 
BOOK CAPABLE, MAIL LIST/LABEL OPTION. 
SELECTIVE PRINTOUTS AVAILABLE. 
3 DRAWERS WITH A MAX 200 RECORDS PER DRAWER. 
X-BASIC 32K MEM REQ'D. DISK ONLY $ 20.95 

BASI• CALC 99 
mini spreadsheet 

program 

NEW IMPROVED VERSION OF THE MINI 

SPREADSHEET FOR THE BASIC CONSOLE TI-99/4A 

WITH REAL NUMBER CRUNCHING CAPABILITIES. 
EASY COMMANDS FOR FORMULAS, TITLES, 
NUMERIC DATA, WITH PRINTOUTS. 15 ROWS BY 10 
COLUMNS. MOVING WINDOWS, HELP SCREEN. 
X-BASIC DISK $18.95 CAS $16.95 

CIECK 01 ■ONEY ORDER PLUS $2 • 00 SH I PP I NG I« HANDLING N. Y. RES ADD SALES TAX 

t4�hjsoFTWARE P.O. BOX 326 CAMBRIA HTS.N.Y.11411 

time a new highest numbered record is 
written) 

7 Length of header in bytes (This 
item is automatically maintained by the 
HEADER routine) 

8 Length of each record in bytes 
(This is maintained by the HEADER 
routine) 

9 Name of field (0 to 9 characters) 
10 Type of field 

1 = characters 
2 = integer 
3 = decimal 
4 = scientific notation 

11 Width of field 
character : 1 to 15 
integer : 1 to 10 

decimal : 2 to 11 
scientific notation : 8 to 13 (width of 
field is automatically handled by 
HEADER routine) 

12 Number of decimal places for 
field 
character : 0 (handled by HEADER) 

integer : 0 (handled by HEADER) 
decimal : 1 to width-I 
scientific notation : 0 to S 

13 Amount of storage for field in 
bytes (Maintained by HEADER 
routine) 

14 Position of field in record (Main
tained by HEADER routine) 

Note: items 9 through 14 are 

repeated for each field defined. 

FLD = field number (This parameter 
is ignored for items 1 through 8 but 
must be included in the parameter list.) 
V = variable name 
V$ = variable name 

KIDware releases 

33_ new progra·ms 
KIDware has released 33 new 

children's programs for the TI99/4A. 
With this new offering, KIDware 

now has more than 130 TI99/4A pro
grams available for children ages 1-16. 

These programs are available on 
cassette tape, with two programs 
available on each tape at $9.95 per 
tape. 

For further information, contact 
KIDware, P.O. Box 9762, Moscow, 
Idaho 83843 or (208) 882-3830. 



ONLY $69.95 (includes shipping) 
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NAVARONE 
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TO ORDER: MASTEIVVISA CARDS Welcome. Send Cashiers Check or M.O. or 

personal check (allow 10 days to clear), to Navarone Industries, Inc. 19968 El Ray 

Lane, Sonora, CA 95370, or call (209) 533-8349. CA R�sidents please add 6 % Sales tax. 

Outsic.le US ac.lcJ $5.00 for Shipping. 
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Adding BK of battery-backed RAM 

A homebre\N module 
By JOHN CLULOW 

�on Gries has developed a number 
of useful modifications for the TI com
puter. Some of you may have heard of 
Ron's auto-answer auto-dial device 
which allows an inexpensive modem to 
be used in a bulletin board system. Ron 
has also built an EPROM programmer 
and a battery-backed DSR RAM card 
for the peripheral expansion box, add
ed 256 bytes of RAM to the 16-bit bus 
CPU pad in the console and is current
ly constructing a battery-backed RAM

disk. If there is sufficient interest we 
will be happy to share any schematics 
and other information on these pro
ject� with MICROpendium readers. 

This article discusses construction of 
;i very useful Gries circuit that adds 8K 
of battery-backed RAM _to the 
Editor/As�embler module. The utility 
of this device derives in large part from 
its capacity to provide E/ A module 
menu access to assembly language soft
ware. II) effect, this means you can 
write your own 8K battery-backed 
command module software. 

Software requirements are discussed 
,in a separate article by David R. Romer 
[scheduled · to be printed next 
issue-Ed.]. The information David 
provides can be used with programs 
which do not reference external 
utilities. A future article wiB provide a 
method of loading programs, which 
make use of E/ A utilities and the 
BASIC support package. We believe 
that source code will not be necessary. 

Before you start tearing your E/ A 
module apart, a few words of caution 
are in order. You will have t9 remove 
your E/ A GROM and transplant it in
to a new board: DO NOT USE an E/ A 
mod�le you cannot afford to lose. 
S,«'ondly, we recommend that this pro
je�t'be undertaken only by readers who. 
have had some prior experience 
bqjlding electronics kits. A low wat-

tage (25 watt) soldering pencil should 
be used with minimal contact on lC 
pins� Solder�ng and , de-�oldering 
techniques are not e�sily coriv'ey�d jn 
an article such as this: If you have any 
concerns about technique, �eek �elp 
from someone with more experience .. 

Do 'not start the project U,�til you 
have obtained all.items in th� parts list 
and .read all of thi steps belgw. ··Then 
complet<r each step ,in order, checkjng it 
off as you- go along. If you hav;e·.aqy 
questions you may call either· Ron 
Gries (419) 874-1414 or John Clulow 
(419) 874-883.8 for assistance.

Preparation of the Game Module 

Circuit Board 

1. Open the game module by remov
ing the screw and prying the corners 
near the edge connector. 

2. Remove the circuit board.

LITH/ UM 
CELL /'IEC:r 

3. Remove the re-set resistor. The
resistor is located near . F2 in the 
diagra,m. It is at the end qf the board 
opposite the large ROM-IC\ 

4. - Carefulfy de-solder the capacitor
Cl located to the right of the ROM.

Save ttirs capacitor. , ·, · 
5. De-solder and remove both the

, , . ,. . ,_, \ 

ROM ind_ the smaller PROM. Use a
vacuum type solder re�'oy�r to suck
the solder, from each pin from the bot-

. , :'l . 

tom of t�e board. Apply. We soldering
pencil to each pin for 576 seconds
before removing the solder. After the
solder has been removed from all pins
try moving the pins back and forth to
verify that each one is no longer attach
ed to the board. Some pins may still be
loosely attached and the remaining
solder connection can sometimes be

(Please turn to Page 33) 
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STEP-BY-STEP INSTRUCTIONS-

(Continued from Page 32) 

broken by applying a little force with a 
knife or ·screwdriver. When all the pins 
are free, remove the IC. 

Both the ROM and GROM ICs from 
the game module will be discarded. 
You can safely practice your de
soldering technique on them. Try to· 
minimize the time heat is applied to 
.each pin while at the same time insur
ing the solder is molten enough to be 
removed by the vacuum device. This 
technique will subsequently be applied 
in removing the E/ A GROM which 
will be re-used in the new module. 

6. Break the foil connection at Fl.
Fl consists of two adjacent holes. One 
end of the Cl capacitor had been in the 
hole nearest the ROM. Using a knife 
or other sharp tool, break the foil con
necting the two holes on the top sur
face of the board. Don't worry if you 
scratch into the plastic portion of the 
board in the process. Just make sure 
that there is no metal connecting the 
two holes at Fl. 

7. Break the foil connecting the two
holes at F3. This time you will find the 
connecting foil on the underside of the 
board. The other end of the capacitor 
Cl had been soldered into one of the 
adjacent holes. Make sure there is no 
metal connecting the holes at F3 on the 
underside of the board. 

8. Now replace and solder the
capacitor Cl this time locating it in the 
right hole of the Fl and F3 pairs bet
ween which you broke the foil connec
tion. 

9. At the end of the board at which
the reset resistor was located, you will 
find a row of eight solder holes. Isolate 
a hole near the back of the board (F2) 
by breaking ALL foil connecting it 
with ANYTHING ELSE. After you 
have completed this, TRIPLE CHECK 
to make sure this hole is isolated from 
all other foil on the board. Solder a 
resistor lead or other stiff wire into this 
hole allowing it to stick up about 3/16 
inch above the board. 

10. Solder a short piece of wire from
the ROM hole 18 to the left hole of the 
pair at Fl. Note that ROM hole 18 is 
the sixth hole up from the lower right. 

11. Solder one end of a IK resistor
(R2) to a grounded hole at the back of 
the board. There are several of them in 
a row and all have two tabs connecting 
them to the ground foil that surrounds 
the board. If you're not sure you have 
a ground hole check for continuity 
with any of the large metal circles at 
the corners of the board. 

12. To the other end of the resistor
R2, solder one lead of a small red 
LED. You MUST solder the lead that 
is adjacent to the FLAT SIDE of the 
LED enclosure. Solder the other lead 
of the LED to the F3 end of the CI 
capacitor. 

13. Solder a wire from the left F3
hole to the resistor-LED connection. 
This junction (LED-resistor-F3) is not 
attached to the board. The stiffness of 
the LED and resistor leads should be 
sufficient to suspend it above the 
board. 

14. Connect the cathode (banded)
end of the DI diode to the wire you 
soldered into the F2 hole. Solder the 
other end of DI into the hole in the foil 
connecting to the bottom right pin in 
the GROM location as shown. 

15. Solder one end of a· 1 K resistor
(D3) to the F2 wire and the other end to 
the banded end of a diode (D2). Solder 
a wire to the other lead of the diode. 
This wire is in turn soldered to the 
POSITIVE pin of the battery holder 
(the battery is NOT to be placed in the 
holder at this point). Bend the leads of 
the battery holder over before solder
ing. 

16. Wrap the R3-D2-wire connec
tion with electrical tape. 

17. Solder the + (positive) lead of
the tantalum capacitor (C2) to the F2 
wire. Solder the other lead to one of 
the ground holes at the back of the 
board. 

18. Solder a wire from the ground
lead of the C2 capacitor to the 
NEGATIVE lead of the battery holder. 
DO NOT insert the battery yet. 

Installation of the RAM Chip 

Although it has not happened to us, 
CMOS devices can be damaged by 
static electricity. As the saying goes, 

(Please turn to Page 34) 
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SOFTWARE FOR THE 

Tl 99/4A 
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED 

ALL PROGRAMS IN EXTENDED BASIC 

: 'TYPWAITER· 
A 1 6K Word Processor 

for Cassette or Disk 
(does not require 32K mem. exp.) 

INCLUDES: Right Justify, complete text editing 
(arrow keys move cursor to screen location of text), 
printer formatting shown in on·screen text, auto
centering, tab, etc. 
ANY PRINTER: T.I., Epson, Gemini, Prowriter, 
Okidata, MPI, Smith·Corona, Royal, Brothers, 
Seikosha, Alphacom, Radio Shack, IDS, GE, NEC, 
Diablo, Gorilla, Abati, etc. 
ANY 1/0 PORT INTERFACE: T.I. RS232 card, 
Doryt, Axiom, lntellitec, Ultra·Comp, etc. Parallel or 
Serial data. (PIO, RS232, etc.) 
SPECIAL PRINTER CONTROLS: CPI changes, 
Bold, Condensed, lines/inch, proportional, reverse 
line feeds, form feeds, etc. (depends on printer 
capabilities) 
HOLDS 3000CHARACTERS: PRINTS MULTIPLE 

PAGES WITH CONTINUOUS INPUT/PRINT 
CASSETTE: $32.00 DISKETTE: $35.00 

: I MIME81.t: > 
16K Mail List/Data Base 

for Cassette or Disk 
Control & Print: labels, lists, files. 

DISK: 250 records, 9 fields of 28 chrs. per record. 
CASSETTE: 2500 chrs., 9 fields of 28 chrs. 
FAST SORT: 250 records in 100 seconds! 
INCLUDES: Search, Selective print, 7 Print formats 
for labels & lists (user modifiable), Pre-set, etc. 
MAIL MERGE FILES USING TYPWRITER (cas· 
sette or disk) or Tl·WRITER module. 

CASSETTE: $32.00 DISK: $35.00 

M*S1SR DISK 1FIIJB > .
A PERPETUAL DISK FILE 

Insert disk into drive; it is catalogued and filed. 
Up to 120 disks or 1100 programs per file. 
Does not require memory expansion. 
Use single or double sided disks (or mixed). 
Single or multiple drives. 
List on screen or printer in alphabetical order by 
program name or disk name. 
SEARCH by disk or program name. Look·up time 
from a cold start in less than one minute; from a 
running start in 15·25 seconds. 
Automatically up·dates old information. 
Any printer; parallel or serial. 

DISK ONLY'- $15.00 

SCREEN/DUMP 
Print the screen to an 8·dot addressable, 8 bit 
printer. Does not require memory expansion! Disk 
version is easy to use. Cassette version requires 
mild programming knowledge. 

CASSETTE or DISK - $12.00 

GAMES 
All Games Available on Cassette or Disk 

DIABLO - 232 movable tracks on the screen at 
one time and an ever·advancing ball. Unique! 
"Deviflsh .. . " BYTE MAGAZINE 
"The graphics are quite superb and the best I 
have ever s-n on the Texas computer." 

COMPUTER & VIDEO GAMES 
" ... truly worth its $19. 95 price." 

ENTHUSIAST '99 
"PLAYABILITY: 10 ... "THE BESTT.I. SOFTWARE 

Consumer Guide Editors) 
"You'll be hooked." The SPRITE (newsletter) 

CASSETTE or DISK - $19.95 
KONG.. $15.00 

BOUNCER. $15.00 

ROMEO $1�00 

ARTILLERY.. . $ 9.95 

FROGGY.. .. $ 9.95 

EXTENDED BASEBALL...... $ 9.95 

EXTENDED HANGMAN... $ 9.95 

Economical Games/Paks Available 
. . .  AND MORE 

Write or call for detailed FREE CATALOG 
VISA & MAS_TERCARD ACCEPTED 

EXTENDED SOFTWARE CO. 
11987 CEDARCREEK DRIVE 

CINCINNATI, OH 45240 

(513) 825-6645
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INSTALLATION OF RAM CHIP-

(Continued from Page 33) 

an ounce of prevention... . When 
handling the RAM follow the precau
tions below TO THE LETTER! 

Do not work on a carpet or rug of 
any kind. Spread a large sheet of 
aluminum foil on the bench you will be 
working on. Wear all cotton 
clothing-NO SYNTHETICS. Keep 

contact with the pins of the IC to a 
minimum. Handle the plastic 
body-not the pins-whenever possi
ble. 

1. Remove the RAM IC from its
static protective packaging. Align the 
pins to fit into the holes in the circuit 
board by placing the pins on one side 
of the IC flat on a table (aluminum 
foil) and pushing t_he body of the IC 
toward them. This procedure will keep 
the pins in a straight line. Check the 
alignment with the board and repeat 
the process as needed. 

2. Bend these pins out using needle
nose pliers: Pins 1, 2, 20, 27 and ZS. 
They should be bent outward parallel 
with the top of the IC. 

3. Place the IC in the holes for the
ROM such that the notched end is 
flush with the back of the board. Pin 
14 of the RAM IC should be in the last 
hole on the right side left by the ROM 
(hole 12).· 

4. Solder in all pins on the underside
of the board. Minimize contact of the 
soldering pencil with each pin. (Four 
to five seconds is plenty safe). 

5. Solder a wire from Pin 2 to the
seventh edge connector pin from the 
left as shown. 

6. Solder a wire from pin
20-CSI-(bent out) to the part of Pin
22 on the upper surface of the board.
Make the connection as close to the
board as possible and minimize contact
time with the soldering pencil.

7. Solder one end of a lK resistor
(Rl) to the foiled hole shown and the 
other end to Pin 20 (bent out). The 
drawing has been altered for 
clarity-the foiled hole is actually 
directly below the left side of the 
GROM IC holes. 

8. Solder a wire from Pin 27 to the
third edge connector pin from the left 

as shown. 
9. Solder a wire from Pin 28 to the

wire at hole F2 as shown in the 
diagram. 

Removal of the E/ A GROM 

1. Open the E/ A module using the
same procedure as with the game 
module and take out the circuit board. 

2: Remove the E/ A GROM by de
soldering each of the GROM pins. 
While you should minimize contact 
time with th�, solder pencil, we have not 
had any problems with GROM 
damage-they are not super-sensitive. 

3. Place the E/ A GROM on the new
board (notch toward the back) and 
solder in all of the pins. 

Initial Test of the RAM Chip 

1. With the console OFF, insert the
module card into the GROM slot. (The 
board need not be in the plastic case.) 

2. Turn the console on. The LED
should light. If it does not, turn the 
console off and re-check all wiring to 
find the error. 

3. In BASIC, enter:
CALL LOAD(24576, 1,2,3,4)
CALL PEEK(24576,A,B,C,D) 

PRINT A;B;C;D 

4. If you see the numbers 1 2 3 4
displayed on the screen after entering 
the PRINT stat.ement, the module 
checks out OK (so far). 
5. Turn off the console, remove the
module and install the battery in its
holder. Be careful to get the + side of
the battery facing up.

6. Repeat te,st steps 1 to 3.
7. If you still see the numbers 1 2 3 4

displayed upon entry of the PRINT 
statement, turn the console OFF and 
wait several minutes. 

8. Turn the console ON and enter
ONLY the PRINT statement. If the 
battery back-up portion of the circuit is 
working properly, you will still see 1 2 
3 4 displayed on the screen. 

Final Steps 

Once the board tests OK, carefully 
wrap the battery holder in electrical 
tape so there will be no possibility of 
shorting. Then place the spring in the 
BOTTOM of the E/ A module case and 
re-position the sliding door. Place the 
board in the case, locate the battery 

(wrapped in. tape) and snap the. case 
closed. 

Now repeat the testing process. Once 
you have verified that the module is 
working correctly, you will be ready to 
use the material presented in David R. 
Romer's article. 

Datax software 

in public domain 
Datax Co. of Ridgewood, New 

York, reports problems with TI pro
ducts previously advertised in 
MICROpendium. 

Mike Bergen of Datax writes, "We 
are now looking for a good Wycove 
Forth programmer, and if we will find 
such a person we might again support 
the TI99/4A. All our 99/4A products 
are now a�ailable �s public domain, 
while quantities last." 

For further information, contact 
Datax,  1923 Linden Street ,  
Ridgewood, NY 11385 or (718) 
417-0165.

Teaching assistant 
The Charles Morreale Company of 

Venetia
,-

Pennsylvania, says it has the 
programs teacher Ken Stephens of 
Arizona wrote in asking about in May. 

Micrograde, an e l ec t ron ic  
gradebook, includes the following op
tions: Enter student's name; add an 
evaluation; make corrections, in
cluding name change, grade_ change, 
name deletion, evaluation deletion and 
change in possible points; percentum 
profile for the entire class; individual's 
profile; sort including alphabetizing 
roster, class list, letter and percentage 
grade for all as determined by the 
teacher and select percentage groups; 
and a save_ and/or exit program. Most 
options are screen or hard copy. 

Required are disk drive, Extended 
BASIC and 32K. Suggested price is 
$38.95. 

For further information, contact the 
Charles Morreale Company, 105 
Meadowbrook, Venetia, PA 15367 or 
(412) 941-5419.
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FORTI 
MUSIC S-YSTEM 

LET YOUR ORPHAN SING! 

One astonished listener called it the TEXAS COMPUTER ORPHANS CHOIR! 

The FORTI music synthesizer card gives your Tl99 a 12 voice, 2 or 4 channel music 

synthesizer's capability. Combined with the FORTI software it becomes the FORTI 
Music System. Using a powerful Forth-like language you have control over all 12 

voices simultaneously. That control includes bass to 32 CPS (enough to set off Mt. 

St. Helens) and envelope control allowing simulation of different instrument. 

effects. No other system, to our knowledge, brings so much capability to your Tl99. 

SPECIFICATIONS: 

Voices 

Output Channels 

Voice Pitch Range 

Percussion Voices 

Envelope Control 

Visual Feedback 

Editor Display 

-12

- 2 or 4

- Bass 1 octave below bass clef

Treble 1 ½ octaves above treble clef

- up to 4 combined bass and percussion voices may be defined within

the total 12 voices.

- amplitude updated 60 times/second in a range of 0-15.

- amplitude and pitch of all voices dynamically displayed. Current

measure number may also be displayed.

- 64 column (monitor recommended) by 16 rows.

"fEXAS PERIPHERALS, INC. 

624 SORITA 

ROCKWALL, TEXAS 75087 

(MasterCard and Visa Accepted) 

*REQUIRES 32K RAM, DISC, EDITOR/ASSEMBLER. 
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GRAPHX 

A fu I I-service graphics package 
By CHRIS BOBBITT 

For better or worse, there aren't very 
many truly useful programs available 
for the 99/4A. 

This is really a shame considering 
that before most people bought the 
machine, they had some particular pur
pose in mind-a productive task that 
could be made simpler with the use of a 
computer. 

Most, even those with the best of in
tentions, have ended up using the com
puter solely for entertainment. This is 
usually because most people can't 
locate software that enables them to do 
something on the computer that they 
can't do elsewhere much easier. 

Fortunately, there are a few excep
tions. TI-Writer, Multiplan and a 
number of third-party word pro
cessors, mailing list programs, terminal 
emulators and database programs are 
excellent tools that make computers 
productive. These are tools that make 
your machine more than just a 
sophisticated Colecovision by turning 
it into, for a time anyway, a true ''pro
ductivity tool." 

In the area of computer graphics, the 
category of "productivity tools" is 
nonexistent. Most other machines 
have programs that are useful for 
creating business graphics, incor
porating graphics into text or perform
ing even more esoteric but useful tasks. 
The TI99/4A, in part because its 
graphics are harder to manipulate, 
hasn't inspired similar applications 
programs, at least until now. I'd like 
to introduce GRAPHX, which is truly, 
as the subtitle states, "The Ultimate 
Graphics Software.'' 

This Australian import is different 
from the myriad of other drawing pro
grams and peripherals available for the 
4A. It can be used for something other 
than creating pretty pictures, even 
though it can do that too. This pro
gram can be easily used to make near 
typeset-quality text in an infinite 
number of fonts, create logos and 
advertising material (even whole ads) 

Review 

Report Card 

Performance .................... A 

Ease of Use ...................... A 

Documentation .................. A 
Value ......................... A+ 

Fi�al Grade ..................... A 

Cost: $SO 
Manufacturer: R.L. and C.P. Davis, 
P.O. Box CS68, Clarence Str., Sidney, 

Australia, 2000 
Requirements: Console, monitor or 

television, expansion memory, Extend
ed BASIC or Editor/ Assembler, disk 

system, Epson Mx-80 or compatible 

printer recommended 

and create detailed scientific and 
business graphs and charts. 

Performance: GRAPHX comes on a 
single disk, and can be loaded through 
either the Editor/ Assembler or the Ex
tended BASIC cartridge. It takes 
about as long to load this program as 
the others. (In other words, count on 
sitting around for about a minute or so 

until the program is ready to go.) 
After loading, the program draws a 

fantastic title screen, consisting of a 
detailed drawing of a 99/ 4A console 
and monitor, and an ever-changing 
monitor "screen." If you could sit and 
watch, you would see 16 differ�nt pic
tures, from a furry koala bear to a fine 
drawing of the Space Shuttle, 
displayed on the drawing's monitor. 
The program continues to display these 
pictures until a key is pressed. 

After the user presses any key, the 
screen clears, a star-shaped cursor ap
pears and a little help message is 
displayed at the top of the screen, in
dicating to the user that he or she 
should press any of the program '·s 
function keys. The 10 most often used 
functions of the program are accessible 
by pressing any of the number keys. 
The remaining functions are available 
through a series of pull-down menus 
that can be accessed by pressing the 
'' = '' key. After the menu key is press-' 
ed, the menu scrolls down (while 
carefully preserving your picture 
underneath it), and an option of the 
menu is highli_ghted in a different color 

· (Please turn to Page 37)

� 

MADE ON GRAPHX IN LESS 
THAN 3 MINUTES FROM 
STORED CLIPBOARD FILES 
AND A LITTLE WdRK! 

MBCRO�@rm(Jftwim 
(C� BOBBITT) 



POWERFUL 'ZOOM' OPTION-

(Continued from Page 36) 

(green). To choose an option, 
highlight the appropriate choice by 
moving the joystick up or down, and 
then by pressing the "fire" button. 
The program uses no other keys; one 
never has to touch the FCTN, CTRL 
or SHIFT keys while this program is 
running. Most input is by joystick, ex
cept for those 11 keys at the top. Ex
cept for Super Sketch, this program 
probably has the least complicated of 
any of the drawing programs. 

GRAPHX has a lot of features that 
set it apart from the other graphics 
programs. However, the whole genre 
carries some similarities. Like all 
graphics programs, it permits the user 
to use a joystick or other input device 
(keys, etc.) to draw on the screen in any 
of the 15 available colors. Like most 
graphics programs, it can be used to 
change the color of objects, change the 
screen colors., fill shapes and erase ob
jects. Like some, it can be used to 
draw lines and other mundane shapes, 
and it can save and load pictures from 
diskette. And like a few, it contains a 
built-in, Epson-compatible screen print 
option. However, this particular pro
gram contains some features never seen 
in a program like it for the TI99/4A. 

First of all, the program has a 
powerful "zoom" option. When the 
"6" key is pressed, a little window
shaped object appears on the screen. 
The window can be moved to any place 
on the screen simply by pulling the 
joystick in the appropriate direction. 
When the "fire" button is pressed, the 
portion of the drawing in the window 
instantly becomes four times larger, 
and fills the television or monitor 
screen. This option is excellent for 
fine, detailed work where a single extra 
pixil may throw off an entire picture. 
In the zoom mode, the cursor can be 
set to any of the five available speeds, 
and one can draw or erase pixils with 
the joystick at will. To leave this 
mode, simply press "6" again, and the 
screen becomes normal, with all 
changes implemented. The speed of 
this routine is spectacular. 

GRAPHX also has one of the best 
line and circle drawing functions ever. 
Lines and circles are created with a 
"rubber-banding" method. In other 
words, a line or circle appears on the 
screen after "8" or "9", respectively, 
is pressed, and the shape can be stret
ched, flattened, made smaller or made 
larger by moving the joystick in the ap
propriate direction. 

To choose, and thus draw, the 
desired shape, simply press the "fire" 
button. An added feature; circles, 
once their shape has been decided 
upon, can be moved anywhere around 
the screen before being placed per
manently. This is useful for creating 
complex figures. The shapes and sizes 
of the circles and lines are for all pur
poses infinite. 

This program has two features that 
every graphics program should have 
but none else do, the ability to move or 
copy any portion of the screen in either 
black and white or color. It's very sim
ple to operate. After the "9" key is 
pressed, a short menu appears. After 
any of the four available move or copy 
options is selected, a 16xl6 pixil box is 
displayed on the screen. The box can 
be made larger or smaller simply by 
moving the joystick. The user has a 
choice of four box sizes, 16xl6 pixils, 
32x32 pixils, 48x48 pixils or 64x64 pix
i 1 s 
After a size is chosen, the box chosen 
becomes mobile. It can be moved 
anywhere on the screen simply by 
pushing the joystick in the desired 
direction. After it's on the desired por
tion of the picture, simply press the 
"fire" button. A black shadow of the 
portion of the picture to be copied or 
moved appears in place of the box. 
Depending upon the option chosen at 

the short menu, one of two things hap
pens. If in the copy mode, when the 
shadow is moved with the joystick, the 
original remains. Using the joystick 
and the "fire" button (used to drop the 
picture), one can place an infinite 
number of copies of the shadow all 
over the screen before returning to the 
short menu. If in the move mode, after 
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the shadow is moved a blank area re
mains where the portion of the picture 
was removed. To drop the shadow in 
its new location, again press the "fire" 
button. These two functions are ex
tremely utilitarian and have a distinctly 
useful purpose. 

The features already listed would he 
enough .for almost any graphics pro
gram on the market today, and with 
the exceptions of the move and copy 
options, there are graphics programs 
that duplicate each and every one to 
some degree. However, this program 
wouldn't be a true productivity tool if 
it lacked the last, but most important 
set of features: the "clipboard" op
tions. 

The clipboard, simply put, is an 
alternate area of memory where many 
small pictures, even special alphabets 
and clip art, can be stored until needed, 
separate from the picture seen on the 
screen. This file of pictures can be sav
ed and loaded separately form the 
screen.· Thus, the user can build up a 
library of thousands of fonts and pic
tures that can be copied anywhere onto 
other pictures at any time. 

All the clipboard features are ac
cessible through a sub-menu of the 
main menu. Every conceivable option 
was included. The user can save or 
load clipboard files from disk, view 
clipboards without disturbing the pic
ture, put copies of the pictures in the 
clipboard file any place on the screen, 
put pieces of the picture on the screen 
into the clipboard file and delete cer
tain pictures in the file or the entire 
file. The program is provided with a 
number of example clipboard files, in
cluding computer, gothic and normal 
letter fonts, and two animation se
quences (more on that later). Letters 
or pictures are placed on the screen 
simply by selecting the desired picture 
by leafing through the clipboard, and 
then by moving the selected object to 
the desired destination. Shades of 
MacPaint! 

With the clipboard the user can even 
experiment with computer anima-

(Please turn to Page 38) 
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SHADES OF MACPAINT-

(Continued from Page 37) 

tion-not the sprite variety but instead 
that used to make movies; in other 
words, one frame at a time. After 
drawing each frame in the scrrl;!n, 
simply remove them to the clipboard in 
the desired order (they are placed se
quentially in the file from the first 
removed to the last), and use the "see" 
option of the clipboard menu to look 
at them. You can leaf through the 
frames at a constant rate of about three 
or four per second by simply holding 
the joystick pushed forward. The clip
board will hold about 64 16x16 pixil 
pictures, 16 3 2x3 2 pixil pictures, seven 
48x48 pixil drawings or four 64x64 pix
il ones. Of course, you can save 
picutres of various sizes in the same 
file. 

GRAPHX has a number of 
miscellaneous functions worth men
tioning-a typewriter mode where you 
can move a cursor any place on the 
screen and type uppercase letters 
anywhere (great for labeling), a print 
option that allows screen dumps in twp 
sizes and two densities, the five-speed 
cursor, an option to turn off the ever
present help lines temporarily, an erase 
option that puts grey blocks in a 
checkerboard pattern all over the 
screen and much more. 

I've been using this program for two 
mopths now, and except for one minor 
bug, every function seems to work 
perfectly. The bug? In zoom mode, 
the eight pixils in the upper right corner 
are always transparent, even though 
they are really another color in the 
regular mode. It's not a disabling er
ror, just mildly irritating. I have only 
one other minor complaint which real
ly· isn't very fair to the program. I wish 
it had a catalog disk option (even 
though none of the others do). This is 
mainly because clipboard files tend to 
proliferate like rabbits. A number of 
times I've had to quit the program in 
order to catalog my data disks to find 
the one containing the file I need. 

Ease of Use: GRAPHX, unlike the 
grandfather of graphics programs, 
Draw-A-Bit (and unfortunately some 
of its progeny), is very simple to use. 

The only keys used by the program are 
the 11 in the top row, the various letter 
keys and ENTER for such things as 
entering filenames and in the 
typewriter mode. All other functions 
are available through those fascinating 
pull-down menus and the joystick. 

The documentation of the program 
recommends that the user make a func
tion strip for the top row-and even 
gives a sample diagram of what it 
should look like. With this function 
strip and a good joystick, and by 
following the multitude of "help" pro
mpts, this program is exceedingly sim
ple to use. Despite the program's 
simplicity, you can create some really 
complex graphics scenes the equal of 
the best made with other graphics 
peripherals or programs. With the ad
dition of the numerous functions and 
menu options described, this program 
is a first class drawing program, almost 
as versatile and nearly as sophisticated 

as the $1,000 Auto/CAD program for 
the TI-Pro. It's also a heck of a lot 
cheaper and so much easier to use. 

Documentation: The manual pro
vided with this program is almost un
necessary. Despite this, it's probably 
one of the best manuals for any pro
gram on this computer or any other. 
The manual provides instructions and 
exercises for learning how to use the 
program, and it's very useful as a 

detailed reference source on the opera
tion of all its options. 

For the first-time user, the manual 
contains numerous diagrams and prin
touts from the program itself to ex
plain options. It includes very 
understandable descriptions, and even 
lists possible uses of options, yet re
mains completely comprehensible. For 
the technical user interested in adap
ting pictures or clipboard files into his 
own assembly programs, the documen
tation includes a considerable amount 
of pertinent information. The pro
gram disk even includes the assembly 
language source code for a program to 
read and display saved picture files. 
The manual is professionally done. 

Value: As mentioned, this program 
is the first "productivity tool" for 
graphics for the 99/4A. If you own a 
business, work in an office, or need to 
prepare reports for. school, this pro
gram will meet and perhaps exceed 
your graphics requirements... It can 
create beautiful charts and graphs, fine 
title displays suitable for photocopy
ing, quality text in any conceivable 
font, diagrams and pictures suitable 
for business and school as well as scien
tific work. If you are a professional ar
tist, it may not meet your total graphics 
needs, but a suitable system for an ar
tist may cost thousands of dollars. 

(Please turn to Page 47) 
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Data Base r 

A useful applications package 
By RON ALBRIGHT 

For some time now, like the legen
dary Diogenes, I have been searching 
the darkness looking for honesty. 

I am not looking for an honest man, 
but searching the software world for an 
"honest" database. 

Several qualities come to mind: good 
documentation; which leads to the se
cond quality, ease of use; thirdly, full 
features (including an interface with 
the TI-Writer word processor); four
thly, reasonable cost; and finally, 
utilities to be applied to the database 
files. 

The search has been a long one. 
First, there was Personal Record Keep
ing (PRK), which was quite limited, 
with a bizarre file format, making in
terfacing with anything other than Per
sonal Report Generator and the 
Statistics module impossible. But it 
was all we had. Then came NAME-IT 
(Extended Software), a disk-based pro
gram which had many features, ade
quate documentation (but quite com
plicated to run) and reasonable price. 
It did not have a good TI-Writer inter
face, was quite slow to operate (in
cluding the sort routines, five minutes 
for 250 records, ' and was very 
"modular," that is, you could have 
only 250 records per file and they could 
not be merged or worked with 
together. But it was an improvement. 
Then came Data Base 500/300 (IUG, 
LaPubCo). Dreadful program as 
marked, with the slowest data entry 
protocols I have ever seen, slow to the 
point that even I had to wait on it to 
catch up with my hunt-and-peck 
technique. More recently, we have 
seen Navarone's entry with Data Base 
Management on cartridge/ disk. Very 
fast and multifeatured, with 40-column 
display and word-processor interface, 
but very limited by the worst documen
tation in recent memory (requiring the 
company to make another manual 
available for additional cost). It was 

Review 
Report Card 

Performance ................... A 

Ease of Use ..................... A 

Documentation ................. A-
Value ......................... A+ 

Final Grade .................... A 

Cost: $29.95 

Manufacturer: SPC Software, Box 

121, Brightwaters, NY 11718. 

Requirements: Console, monitor or 

television, memory expansion, disk 

system and Extended BASIC. 

also annoying to be unable to input my 
printer specifications to it because they 
were too long (I don't think 
"RS232.BA = 4800.DA = 8" i s  
unreasonable!) It was also at the high 
end on cost ($69.95 or so). I have it but 
I never use it. I have never gained the 
sense of comfort with it to apply it. 

So, the search went on. At least un
til now. I want to review a package lit
tle known in this software market but 
one that has become the most useful 
applications package I have acquired 
since TI-Writer. It is the Data Base I 
software from SPC Software Com
pany. 

Performance: What makes this soft
ware better? Several things come to 
mind. 

First, it has a variable file format. 
You are still limited to a maximum of 
10 fields per record and a maximum 
record size of 245; ALL of the pro
grams I have worked with have this last 
limitation. Navarone and Database 99 
allow more fields per record, but all 
have a record size limited to about a 
disk sector (somewhere around 256 
bytes). The saving trade-off with Data 
Base I is that you can pre-select record 
size and the disk space for each record 

will vary depending on which size you 
choose. For example, if you have a 
simple mailing list consisting of first 
name (12 characters maximum), last 
name (12 characters) address (25 
characters). city/ state (20 characters) 
and ZIP Code (five characters), you 
have space requirements of 75. You 
don't need the 250 or so bytes allocated 
by most DB's and should not have to 
be restricted so severely to number of 
records per disk. So with DB I you can 
preselect a record size of 75 (53, 117 
and the full 245 are the other choices). 
With record size of 75, you can get 
around l ,O(X) records per single-sided, 
single-density disk, much more than 
the more rigid file structure of other 
databases. If you don't need the space, 
why be confined to using it? 

Secondly, the interface with the TI
Writer word processor is well done. 
Two aspects are worthy of note. There 
is a built-in "form letter" utility which 
can handle up to five different letters 
each run through the file list. You can 
select who the letter(s) will go to with a 
match option and vary the matching 
for EACH of the five letters (thus, you 
could match LETTER 1 with all 
records with ''NY'' state, LETTER2 
with line match for the "01123" ZIP 
Code, etc.). There is a "replace pro
mpt" option with the form letter utility 
which would allow you to change the 
records after a run through the form 
letter utility. 

Another example: if you send out a 
collection letter scheduled to go to 
customers two months after the bill is 
sent, you can send out the letter and 
the program will automatically write to 
the files the date the letter was sent. 
You can then search through records 
later to see when a collection letter was 
sent for a particular account. Writing 
the form letters for the program is 
equally simple. Rather than the often
confusing TI-Writer scheme, with this 
method you simply place in the letter 

(Please turn to Page 40) 
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CUSTOM PRINTOUT OPTION-

(Continued from Page 39) 
file the line number you want to use at 
each location preceded with the 
character":" (FCTN A). If you have a 
record format where line I is first 
name, line 2 is last, line 3 is address, 
line 4 is city /state, line 5 is ZIP, line 6 
is Mr. or Mrs. and line 7 is the date an 
invoice was sent, your form letter 
might look like this: 
:6 n :2 
:3 
:4 :s 

Dear :6 :2: 
Our records show that we sent you 

an invoice on :7 . 
Your account is overdue. Please 

send payment. 

Admittedly a terse business letter, 
but you get an idea how simple the in
terface is. 

·The second aspect of the TI-Writer
interface involves the "PRINTOUT" 
option. One of the choices for prin
touts of files besides (of course) to 
printer and screen is "TI-Writer". 
With this option, you write directly to 
disk in standard Display Variable 80 
format. The printouts can then be read 
with TI-Writer or Editor/ Assembler or 
even sent via modem. 

The SPC DBI software also has a 
very simple "FORMAT" scheme for 
printouts. You are given, on screen, 
several standard printouts for mailing 
labels and the "CUSTOM PRIN
TOUT" option. With this option you 
can create any form you wish, even to 
the point of having up to eight fields 
per line and six lines per printout. Once 
the custom format is established, you 
don't have to do it again; it is written 
to disk to be accessed easily for future 
printings. How have I used this for
mat? I have been developing a direc
tory of the members of the TI Forum 
(Compuserve). The record format is 
simple: 
Line 1: First Name 
Line 2: Last Name 
Line 3: Address 1 

Line 4: Address 2 
Line 5: City /State 
Line 6: ZIP Code 
Line 7: Phone 
Line 8: CIS ID Number 
Line 9: Datal 
Line 10: Data2 

Mailing labels are simplistic. What I 
wanted was an easy-to-read printout in 
hard copy (first, and also in a format 
transmittable TO the Forum file 
areas). Standard mailing labels are not 
easy to search for records, s'o I format
ted for a "line listing" -each record 
printed out on a single line. Further, I 
wanted two listings, one sorted by ID 
number, the other alphabetically by 
last name. With the SPC DBI, it was 
simple. I formatted the printout to be: 
Line 1: 8 2 1 5 [record number] 

I couldn't include their addresses or 
phone numbers simply because when 
printing to disk in D/V 80 format, you 
are allowed, obviously, only 80 
characters per line. Then, using the 
"COLUMN FORMAT" option, you 
can left-justify the printout neatly. The 
records were then sorted separately on 
the fields I mentioned and printed out. 
Instead of sheets of paper with mailing 
labels I have a clear listing of 2 ½ pages 
for 150 members. I also have the mail
ing labels through another format. 

Certainly the features mentioned 
already are convenient and functional. 
However, the functions that set this 
software in a class by itself are in the 
"UTILITIES" package that accom
panies Data Base I. With this set of 
programs, one is able to: 

1. Create a file disk with sequenced
records on disk; in effect, take -a file 
and rewrite it completely to another 
usable file sorted on any line. 

2. Combine two smaller files into
one. 

3. Break a large file into two smaller
files. 

4. Write the same word-string to one
field on ALL records. 

5. Create a Data Base I catalog of
your disks. 

All are useful and unique and 
WORK. My favorite is the Disk 

, Catalog Database. With this utility, 
you can form a file of your programs 
and disks, not just for printouts, but to 
be manipulated and written to just like 
a database! You can add comments 
about programs, sort programs, for
mat printouts, etc., all through Data 
Base I. I think this single feature is 
worth the cost of the software. 

I do have a few criticisms. First, 
while I personally like the on-disk 
documentation, if you don't have a 
printer, you'll have to find someone 
who does. Also, an annoying "bug" is 
that when you search for records, you 
must enter the search string EXACT
LY as it appears in the database. If ,it 
was entered in lower case, you must 
enter lower case as the search string; if 
the last name was entered ''Jones'', 
you cannot find the record if you enter 
"JONES" or "jones" as a search str
ing. A minor hang-up is that records 
are searched on only the first five 
characters. This is getting picky, I 
know, but a searcb of "Johns" will 
also show all the Johnsons, Johnstons, 
etc. Otherwise, the software is com
pletely error trapped and (at least by 
me), crash-proof. Finally, a comment 
rather than a criticism. I will continue 
to look at databases for our machine 
until I find a "free-form" model with 
unlimited record size and true rela
tional functions. Until then (never?) 
SPC's Data Base I is for me. 

Documentation: The documenta
tion comes as a set of TI-Writer files on 
disk and is 30 pages of clearly written 
instructions and examples. There is 
even a utility included to print out the 
documentation if you don't have TI
Writer. 

Value: I give this the highest rating. 
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Freeware ( or nearly so) 

Freeware policies 

This page is a regular feature of MICROp
endium. MICROpendium makes no claims as 

to the validity of any Freeware offer nor is 

there any guarantee that any software will be 
suitable for any purpose. 

Freeware requirements: 
-disks sent for freeware should be 
initialized;
-unless otherwise stated, you must include a

stamped, self-addressed return mailer to 
receive the freeware; 

-be patient (those offering Freeware are not 
doing it for a profit); 

-report any problems you have to
MICROpendium. 

Software updates 
MICROpendium is offering file updates for Tl

Writer and Microsoft Multiplan. Also offered at 
no charge is Super Bugger and an Extended 
BASIC loader for Tl-Forth. 

The Tl-Writer enhancements offer new printer 
defaults and true lowercase letters. Multiplan 
enhancements include an auto-repeating cursor 
that speeds up program operation. The Forth 
loader allows Tl-Forth to be used with Extended 
BASIC rather than the Editor/ Assembler. Super 
Bugger is on improved version of Tl-Debugger 

Tl-Writer and Multiplon updates all fit on a 
single-sided disk. Super Bugger will fit on a 
single-sided disk. All three will fit on a double
sided diskette. The Forth loader requires a 
single-sided diskette. To facilitate handling, 
order the Forth loader separately from the up
dates of SBUG. Send the appropriate number of 
diskettes to Freeware, c/o MICROpendium, P.O. 
Box 1343, Round Rock, TX 78680. 

Tl-Forth is also available. The cost is $20 and 
includes the 232-page manual, the system disk 
with screens, a demo disk, postage and packag
ing. Purchasers are asked to include two in
itialized single-sided diskettes. MICROpendium 
will supply a third disk containing the source 
code for Tl-Forth at no extra charge. 

To order, send check or money order and two 
diskettes to Forth, c/o MICROpendium, P.O. Box 
1343, Round Rock, TX 78680. 

Free access li�rary 
Amnion Helpline is offering Tl users its Free 

Access Library of public domain software. The 
library consists of 104 diskettes filled with pro
grams for the Tl99/ 4A. 

The library is operated as a non-profit entity 
by Dr. Guy-Stefan Romano, director of Amnion 
Helpline. The helpline is a free information ser
vice for Tl users who have questions about pro
ducts and other aspects of home computing. 

The library provides "volumes" of programs. 
There are 37 diskettes, or volumes, of games; 10 
diskettes of graphics-oriented programs; 16 
music-oriented diskettes; 14 diskettes of learn
ing materials in many categories; eight diskettes 

of financial and business programs; seven 
diskettes of technical, scientific and statistical 
programs; six diskettes of personal and home 
use programs; and 6.5 diskettes wit_h 
miscellaneous programs ranging from baseball 
statistics to programming utilities. There are also 
a limited number of Pascal and Forth programs 
available. 

Volumes are $5 each. The cost includes the 
single-sided diskette, mailer and postage. Users 
may send their own diskettes and return postage 
and mailer and obtain volumes for $2.50 each. 

Volumes on double-sided diskettes are $8, $4 
if the purchaser sends a diskette, mailer and 
postage. 

All programs may be copied and redistributed 
freely as long as no charge is made for them. 

The library also will supply parti"cular pro
grams to fit specific purposes to any user who 
sends an initialized diskette with return mailer 
and postage. Enclose a note describing the type 
of program desired. Amnion will return the 
diskette with programs that fit the description. 

Users are encouraged to donate programs to 
the library. There is no payment. Include a note 
stating that the program submitted is to be plac
ed in the public domain. 

Order forms for software volumes are 
available from the library. For more informa
tion, contact Amnion Helpline at {415) 753-5581 
from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. (Pacific time) or write to 
116 Carl St., San Francisco, CA 94117. 

Romano asks that users send no money until 
after writing for information, as there is no copy
ing fee for many of the programs. 

Free utilities 
Danny Michael, of Route 9, Box 460, Florence, 

AL 35620, has a freeware screen dump and a 
program called Neatlist. 

The screen dump is written in assembly 
language and is unprotected. It requires XBASIC 
and works with Epson/Gemini-type printers. The 
program includes instructions and fully com
mented source code. 

Neatlist is an assembly language utility for 
XBASIC programmers. Neatlist produces an 
orderly listing of programs that can be a time
saver in debugging and modifying programs. 
The program allows the user to set margins for 
program listings as well as starting and ending 
line numbers. Listings include easy to read pro
gram lines and a list of variables used in the 
main and subprograms. If you like it, he says, 
you may pay him for the program, but not more 
than $10. If you don't like it, "you keep it 
anyway," he says. He asks that you give copies 
of the program to other. Send one disk for each 
program. Or send $5 for each program and he 
will supply the disk, mailer and postage. 

Free craps game 
Ramsoft Enterprises, 1501 E. Chapman Ave., 

Suite 338, Fullerton, CA 92631, is offering its 
Computer Craps game as Freeware. The game 
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formerly sold for $14.95. The game requires 
XBASIC and expansion memory. Instructions are 
included as a file that can be read by Tl-Writer. 

On cassette 
Robert D. Temple, 602 E. Franklin St., Kenton, 

OH 43326-2_015, is offering several small pro
grams in console BASIC. The programs areXW� 
in state lotter¥ games to pick either 3, 4 or 6 
numbers completely at random using the i;{A'fr
DOMIZE and RND command. Another pro�f-6'm 
picks every possible combination of numb�rs i·n 
Lotto-type games. Send a cassette for the pro
grams. 

Cape Cod Golf 
Harry P. Richard, 5 Sandstone Dr., Burnt Hills, 

NY 12027, is offering Cape Cod Golf as 
freeware. The game is on cassette and runs out 
of console BASIC. The game previously retailed
for $14. 95. Send $1 to cover the cost of the 
cassette, postage and mailer. 

Free routines 
Silver Wolf Software, P.O. Box 4242, -Santa 

Rosa, CA 95402, is offering a collectiori" of 
assembly language routines written for the 
NORCAL Tl99/4A User Group. The utilitieJ �n
clude a routine to save and ,recall an entire' 
screen of text, a routine that creates,lowercqse 
letters· with true descenders and a complete 
chart of ASCII characters, alongside their code 
values. The routines require XBASIC, disk 
system and memory expansion. Send a disk 
wifh return mailer and postage. 

Sprite e·uilder 
John Taylor, 2170 Estaline Dr., Florence, AL 

35630, is offe"7ing Sprite Builder as freeware to Tl 
users. The program is used to design double-

. sized sprite5;. An Extended BASIC-assembly 
languqge hybrid, the program requires a d(sk. 
drive, expansion memory and Extended B.A.SI_<;;. 
A speech synthesizer and. printer are option'al. 

Those who ordet must send either two sin•g·l�-
. 

sided or one double-sided disk. Included ar.I'a 
cassette· version and disk version of Sprite 
Buildyr, disk and cassette documentation t�at 
may be called to_ the screen 9r dumped to a 
pri�ter, fully ·commented assembly language 
source code and· 115 predefined sprite patterns-· 
thdt the us·er may' modify or merge with existing 
program� 

(Please turn to Page 47) 

Anyone wishing to have a Freewar� 
announcement included on this page may 
do so by submitting a copy and brief des
cription of the program, and a note indicat: · 
ing that it is in the public domain, to· 
MICROpendium. The notice will appear·· 
monthly, subject to approval by the pub
lisher. Freeware announcements will con-. 
tinue to be published until withdrawn by the. 
person submitting it. 
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IUG goes bankrupt 

The International 99/4 Users
Group, headquartered in Bethany, 
Oklahoma, has announced that it has 
filed for protection under Chapter 7 of 
the Federal Bankruptcy Act. 

Charles La Fara, president of the 
defunct five-year-old group, said that 
he wished to ship all in-house orders 
for owner written and translated soft
ware to IUG members prior to May 30, 
198S. He said there would not be 
enough capital to refund any full or 
partial membership dues, and that 
creditors will be notified by the court 
as to the final division of assets. 

La Fara said that the IUG's software 
library has been kept intact and that 
active IUG members will be notified by 
a new supplier how to purchase items 
from it. 

Forth and T-shirts 
As of June 1, address for the TI 

Forth International Information 
Center is 4122 North Glenway, 
Wauwatosa, WI S3222. 

This is the address of the Milwaukee 
Area 99/4 User Group, which is also 
selling T-shirts for TI users and user 
groups. 

Sizes range from small to XXL. Col
ors are blue, gray, white, gold, red, 
green, orange and yellow. Price is 
$S. SO for short-sleeved shirts and $7.  70 
for long-sleeved shirts. Minimum 
order is six of one message, but this 
may include any mixture of sizes, col
ors and sleeve lengths. 

Messages available are ''Texas In
struments User Group," "Boot Up 
With T.I.,"' "I Love My T.I.," "Pro
grammers Do It In Groups" and 
"Texas Instruments Orphan." The 
group will also fill minimum orders of 
10 with custom messages, and says two 
to three weeks should be allowed for 
delivery. 

�.A. Root gone? 
Readers have reported to us that

C.A. Root Associates, whose On Gam
ing was reviewed in MICROpendium's

first issue, has apparently left the 
market. 

· fhe telephone number has been
disconnected, and their post office box 
has recently been closed. As of this 
wntmg, some customers are still 
awaiting shipment of their orders. 

LarryVision offer 
LarryVision 's newest catalog, 

available for $1 refundable with pur
chase, includes what the company calls 
a "spiffy little program" and a logical:.. 
character-list programming aid. 

The rearranged ASCII list shows 
which color set a character belongs to, 
as well as all possible four-character 
sets for sprite design. The chart may be 
used when setting up a for-next loop to 
change characters or colors, to see 
which characters are affected. 

The company has recently introduc
ed a new BASIC game, Froglips. 

For further information, write Lar
ryVision, P.O. Box 37702, Jacksonville, FL 
32236. 

Auto tax log 
Pike Creek Computer Co., producer 

of the TI-Count series, has recently 
produced Auto-Count, for business 
automobile and truck records. 

The program sells for $49. 95. 
The date, place, purpose, driver and 

either the odometer readings or total 
miles driven are typed into a form on 
the screen. This data is recorded on 
diskettes and can be easily edited, ac
cording to the manufacturer. 

Dates and odometer readings are 
validated to be chronologically consis
tent with preceping recorded trips. 
Fuel, maintenance and other costs can 
also be recorded and accounted for on 
a trip or year-to-date basis, · the 
manufacturer says. 

The company says Auto-Count's 
management report program can print 
data for one trip, business trips, 
private trips or all trips; print trips 
selected on the basis of mileage, driver 
or trip numbers; print all trips that 
contain key words in the "visited" or 
"purpose" fields (i.e., find and print 

all records contammg, for instance, 
"Chicago" or "sales."); and select a 
complete, partial or summary repor
ting format. 

The TI99/4A version of Auto-Count 
requires Extended BASIC and one disk 
drive. The company also produces a 
version for the IBM PC and com
patibles. 

For further information, contact 
Pike Creek Computer Co., 2 Galaxy 
Drive, Newark, DE 19711 or (302) 
239-5113.

Quality 99 products 

Quality 99 Software has recently 
released three new programs. QS
X REF is said to provide a full cross
reference listing of all keywords, func
tions, variables, subprograms and line 
numbers in two minutes with no disk 
swapping or accessing and no manual 
operations. The program outputs to 
either screen or printer. It requires 
disk drive, 32K memory and Extended 
BASIC. 

QS-Assembler allows a user to load 
and run the Assembler disk with Ex
tended BASIC. It requires disk drive, 
32K memory, XBASIC and the 
Editor/ Assembler disk. 

Logo-Lister lists Logo procedures to a 
parallel or serial printer directly from a 
disk with the Extended BASIC 

module. Required are disk drive, 32K 
memory and XBASIC. 

For further information, contact 
Quality 99 Software, 1884 Columbia 
Rd. #500, Washington, D.C. 20009 ot. 
(202) 667 -3574.

Newsbytes is a column of general information 

for TI99/4A users. It includes product an

nouncements and other items of interest. The 

publisher does not necessarily endorse products 

listed in this column. Vendors and others are en

couraged to submit items for consideration. 

Items submitted will be verified by the staff 

before inclusion and edited to fit the Newsbytes 

format. Mail items to: MICROpendium, P .0. 

Box 1343, Round Rock, TX 78680. 



User' N□tes 

CC, TK and Tl 

Here's a trick that came off The 
Source TI bulletin board. It should be 
of interest to users with a CorComp 
disk controller and the TK*Writer by 
Tom Knight that loads TI-Writer 
without the TI-Writer· cartridge. 

Assuming that you have TK*Writer 
and your TI-Writer edit and format 
files on the same disk, load the Cor
Comp disk manager and go to the File 
Utilities section. Then press Option 2 
for Load and Run. Under file name 
enter the WR TR program from 
TK*Writer 'and under the program 
name enter EDITOR. Then hit enter. 
The TK*Writer program will load the 
CHARA, EDITAl and EDITA2 files, 
bringing you into TI-Writer without 
the use of any cartridge. The same 
process can be used to load Formatter 
or Utility files. Enter FORMAT for 
the formatter and UTILIT to access 
the Utility option. 

Not inhfalized 
DISK NOT INITIALIZED. Sound 

familiar? Those three words can turn 
even the most hardened computerist in
to a bowl of j.�lly. Often this message 
will occur on a disk that we know holds 
our best programs and files. But what 
should one do? 

Certainly, ·don't reinitialize it. 
Rather, follow a suggestion by Donald 
M. Thomson JU,. of M&T Utilityware.
Thomson, who created, the DISK
+ AID program, noted this problem in
a column tliat '�ppeared in the Cin�Day 
Users Group newsletter. "I have 
found that·-,a'.Bout 95 percent of the 
disks I get with that problem can be 
repaired in about three minutes. 

Using a single-sector access program 
such �s DISK + AID, he recommends 
that you load sector zero into memory 
and look for the code for DSK starting 
at address OD. If it isn't there, then 
you may have found the reason that 
the computer says your disk isn't in
itialized. Enter the code for DSK star
ting at sector OD (DISK + AID

allows you to enter in ASCII while 
others require hexadecimal code) and 
resa�e sector zero to the disk. Then try 
to load a program from it. It should 
work. 

CharJging colors 

The following comes from the Win
nipeg 99/4 Users Group. T.L. Atkin
son, who writes a column for the Win
nipeg UG newsletter, issued a challenge 
concerning modifications to the color 
defaults in TI-Writer. The response 
came from Tim MacEachern, author 
of Wycove Forth. 

First, since the color defaults are in 
the EDIT Al program, it is necessary to 
copy EDIT Al to a newly initialized 
disk so that the first sector of the pro
gram is at sector 22. Then load a pro
gram that allows sector access-Disk 
Fixer, DISKO, Disk + Aid, etc. Then 

· load sector 22 from the EDITA! disk
into memory. ''This sector should be
headed by FFFF 2000 2000 0420
3674," Atkinson wrote. Those with a
printer may wish to dump this sector
for future reference. "Located at ad
dress QOF4 you will see a series of
words starting with 87xx. The xx is the
bytes you will have to change." The
five words correspond to the five color
choices offered by TI-Writer Editor.

The words are:
87F4-White characters on blue
background
8713-Black on green
87F3-White on green
8717-Black on cyan
87Fl-White on black

(The third and fourth digits refer to·
the foreground and background col
ors, respectively. Here is a list of the
16 colors and their corresponding hex
adecimal codes: Transparent, O; black,
1; medium green, 2; light green, 3;
dark blue, 4; light blue, 5; dark red, 6;
cyan, 7; medium red, 8; light red, 9;
dark yellow, A; light yellow, B; dark

- green, C;- magenta, D; gray, E; and
white, F.)

Now simply change the hex code in
any or all of the words to correspond
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to the colors you prefer. Then simply 
save the screen back to the disk and 
copy the newly edited EDIT Al file 
back to your TI-Writer disk. 

A box, a box 
Richard Sutor of New York City·hds 

designed a subroutine that allows us\{f 
to place a border and other things'! 
First the code, then the explanation: ·• 

10 C?�LL CLEAR 
100 R=l :: C=3 :: NC=27 :: N 

R=1 ° :: GOSUB 10000 

110 REM <ENTER DISPLAY AT CO 
DE> 

10000 CALL CHAF:(95, 11FFO(l 11 ):: 

CALL CHAF� ( 125, 11 000000000000 
(l(iFF 11 ):: CALL CHAF:(93, 11 80808 
08080808080 11 ) : : CALL CHAP ( 91 
•, 11 0101010101010101 11 ) 

10010 CALL HCHAR<R,C,95,NC�: 
· CALL UC HAR' F· r·· <=> 

·1· · �JF• )' � ·; · ��A,, • ' /• ' . � _, f" J 
' ,- \ • • •  � \.;', 

LL HCHAR(R+(NR-l>,C+l,125,�C 
>:: CALL VCHAR(R,C+NC,93,�R> 
10020 F:ETURN 

Now, save the cocle usi'ng the 
MERGE option. _ J;..ines - 10000:-10020 
may be renumber:ed as long as they are
high numbers. · ·' ' · 

For purposes of illustration, let's say 
that we want to put a' solid border 
around a program m�hu. Construct 
the menu. text using, separate· 
DISP.LA Y AT . staterilents for iach" 
line. Also, use the SIZE optfo� f,6r 
each line, ·i.e. 

0

D.ISPLA Y i'r'
(R,C)SIZE(l3):"l.. First Lihe"'. '''Thi� 
will prevent the whole line from being 
cleared and a �hof�"-·b�ihg ··punched
through the right' side · of 'the box!' 
Sutor writes. I "Don't use ERASE ALL 
or the box will be cleared a's'soori as it's·
formed.'' _. , ·, . ·,· . ·.-.' 

Select the coordinates· of the box. 
These appear in line 100 in this exam
ple: R = starting row, C = starting co_l
umn, NC= the number of columns and· 
NR = the number of rows. In the ex-·, 
ample, the box starts at row 1 of cbl/ 
umn 3 and extends to the right for 27 
columns and down 19 rows. 

(Please turn to Page 44) 
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User N□tes 
(Continued from Page 43) 

Be sure to place the four variables 

just before the DISPLAY AT 

statements. Also, include a GOSUB to 

the subroutine immediately following 

the variables. 

You'll want to use ACCEPT AT 

statements for input. Just as with the 

DISPLAY AT statements, use the 

SIZE option to maintain the integrity 

of the box. 

Voltage does it 

William Fielden, of Louisville, Ken

tucky, writes: "Having tried loading 

many cassette programs and en

countering the NO DAT A FOUND or 

the ERROR IN DAT A messages once 

too often I called TI to see if they could 

offer any help. From their assistance I 

found the computer is looking for a 

signal of one volt measured peak to 

peak. With this knowledge, I con

structed a 'Y' connector to allow the 

connection of a Volt-Ohm-Meter to be 

connected to the ear phone jack from 

the tape recorder. Next, I set the 

V.O.M. to 2. 5 volts A.C. and tried

loading a program while adjusting the

volume control and leaving the tone at

maximum. By adjusting the volume to

give a reading of approximately one

volt the program went right in. Then I

again tried all the difficult programs

that could not be loaded previously

and found that out of approximately

50 all but one loaded on the first at

tempt, and that one loaded on the se

cond attempt. Needless to say, I was

very pleased.''

Multiplan changes 

Dean Eaton, of Lakewood, Col

orado, writes: "You can change the 

disk drive for transfer commands and 

printer default in Multiplan by using 

Forth. Use the same procedure as 

stated in your April User Note titled 

'Forth changes.' " 

The defaults are located in the 

MPINTR file. Copy the file to a newly 

initialized disk and follow the pro-

cedures outlined in the April User Note 

item. The screen to edit is number 8. 

To set the default to disk drive 2 

change DSKl to DSK2. To change the 

serial printer default to parallel change 

RS 232.BA = 300 to PIO. Remember 

to space over remaining code in the 

RS232 description rather than deleting 

it. 

Bar chart 

This little BASIC program comes 

from the Northern Alabama 99 Com

puter Users Group, Huntsville. It pro

duces a multicolored vertical bar chart. 

Here's the code: 

100 CALL CLEAR 

110 FOR SET=l TO 31 STEP 2 

120 CALL COLOR<SET/2,8,8) 

130 A=INT <RND> +1 

140 CALL VCHARC25-A,SET,SET* 

8+31,A) 

150 CALL VCHAR<24-A,SET+1,SE 

H8+31, A> 
160 NEXT SET 

170 FOR X=l TO 16 

.180 CALL COLOR(X,X,X) 
190 NEXT X 
200 GOTO 200 

Line 130 controls the size of the 

bars. Substituting the values in line 

130 will change the height of the chart. 

Rewarding sound 

Pleasant sounds can be so rewar

ding, and here's a tune that can be in

serted into a BASIC or Extended 

BASIC program to brighten it up. 

Each statement must be on a separately 

numbered line in BASIC, or may be 

entered as is in Extended BASIC: 

100 CALL SOUND(ll0,262,1) :: 

CALL SOUND(l 10,330,1) :: CALL 

SOUND(l 10,392, 1 )  . .  CALL 

SOUND(298,523,l) . .  CALL 

SOUND(95,392,1)  ·· CALL 

SOUND(350,523, 1) 

This sound advice comes from the 

Delaware Valley Users Group, Wilm

ington. 

Joystick tester 

A number of readers wrote in in 

response to the Rev. Carl Hoffmeyer's 

inquiry regarding why his joysticks 

would not go up, suggesting that the 

problem might be the Alpha Lock be

ing on. 

Carlo Angelico of Philadelphia, 

Pennsylvania, also included a joystick

testing program, which he says scans 

either joystick and returns the value 

read by the computer in BASIC. The 

program also informs you of when the 

fire button is pressed, Angelico says. 

Extended BASIC is required for the 

program. 

100 CALL TITLE:: CALL CLEAR 
: : CALL SCF:EEN (6):: PF:INT 11 

RELEASE ALPHA LOCI< I I � II: : : 

110 INF'UT "TEST WHICH JOF'OYS 
T? ( 1 0 R 2 ) : 11 : NO • • IF NO< 1 D

R N0>2 THEN 110 :: NO=INT(NO 

) 

120 CALL CLEAF: 

130 DISPLAY AT (1, 3): "JOYST # 
";NO : : DISPLAY AT(7, 11): "X 

Y 1 1 : : D I SF' LAY AT ( S , 1 1 ) : 11 

14(' CALL CHAF r 33,
11 18181 BFFFF 

150 CALL JOY2T!�O,X,Y):: DI� 

PLAY AT'.10,10):Y,Y :: CALL P 

0 I NT ( X, Y ;, : : CALL �,::EY ( 1, r:::, E:) : 

: I� K=18 THEN SALL FIRE 
SOTO 150 

END 
180 

D I SF' LAV AT � 1 0 � 4 ) : " A 1 1 
• • 

DlffLAY AT 1 12,2): 11 - 11 

:: DISF
L.AY AT(l'.2,4): 1

1 :t. 11 

:.: DISPLAY

AT(14,4): "*"

200 !)ISF'L .. AY AT,: 1'.:, 6): 11-
11 

210 DI�F'LAY AT(ll,3): 11 • 11 • • 

DI SF'UW A: ( 11 , 5) : 11 
/ 11 

: : D ISP
LAY AT(13,:): 11

/
11 

:: DISF'LAV

AT(13,5): 11." 

220 CALL SPRITE(#2,89,2,60,4 

1):: CALL SPRITE(#3,BB,2,88, 

14) 

:230 %BEND 

(Please turn to Page 45) 
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(Continued from Page 44) 

240 
250 
260 
270 SUB POINTCX,Y> 
280 IF X=X2 AND Y=Y2 THEN SU 
BEXIT :: CALL DELSPRITECALL> 
290 IF Y=4 THEN CALL SPRITE( 
#1,33,7,72,40):: X2=X :: Y2= 
Y :: SUBEXIT 
300 IF X=-4 THEN CALL SPRITE 
(#1,33,7,88,24):: X2=X :: Y2 
=Y : : SUBEX It 
310 IF Y=-4 THEN CALL SPRITE 
< 11, 33, 7, 104, 40) : : X2= X : : Y 
2=Y : : SUBEX IT 
320 IF X=4 THEN CALL SPRITE< 
*1,33,7,88,56):: X2=X :: Y2=
y
330 SUBEND
340
350 SUB FIRE
360 DISPLAY AT<21,3): " ->FIRE
BUTTON PRESSED<-" 

370 CALL WAIT (4) 
380 DISPLAY AT<21,3):" 

390 SUBEND 
400 
410 SUB WAIT (T) 

II 

420 FOR X=l TO T:: NEXT X 
430 SUBEND 
440 
450 SUB TITLE 
460 CALL CLEAR:: DISPLAY AT 
(88, 3): "JOYSTICK TESTER ••• " 

:: DISPLAY ATC18,5):"F'RESS:" 
:: DISPLAY ATC20,7):"I-INST 
RUCTIONS" 
470 DISPLAY ATC24,7):"<FCTN-
4>-TO QUIT" 
480 DISPLAY AT(22,7): 11 ANY OT 
HER KEY TO BEGIN" 
490 CALL KEY<O,K,S):: IF S=C> 
THEN 490

500 IF K=73 OR K=105 THEN CA 
LL INSTRUCT 
510 SUBEND 
520 
530 SUB INSTRUCT 
540 CALL CLEAR 
550 PRINT " PICK JOYSTICK # Y 
OU WANT TO": "TEST. THE X&Y 
INPUTS ARE 11 

: 
11 SHOWN UNDER X 8(

Y COLUMNS, 1
1: " THE LAST POSIT 

IN OF THE": "'JOYST IS" 
560 PRINT "SHOWN IN THE LEFT 
-MOST ":"FIGURE BY A RED CRO
SS,":"EXIT THE PROGRAM BY PR
ESSING 11

:
11 <FCTN-4>, 11

570 PRINT: : : : : : : :
580 PR I NT " PRESS ANY ��EY TO
CONTINUE, "
590 CALL KEY<O,K,S>:: IF S=O

THEN 590

600 CALL CLEAR:: SUBEND 
610 !

620 !END OF PROGRAM - WRITTE 
N BY C.Angelico 12-29-84 ·

630 
640 
650 

Reviewed in MICROpendium 

1984 
February: B-1 Nuclear Bomber, Tandon 
TM-100 Disk Drive, Void, Beanstalk Adventure, 
Microsurgeon, On Gaming, Database 500 
March: Star Trek, Escape From Balthazar, 
Garkon's Getaway, Sky Diver, Mail-Call, Pro
writer 8510 Printer 
April: Monthly Budget$ Master, Budget Master, 
Home Budget, Thief, Donkey Kong, Khe Sanh 
May: Companion Word Processor, Q•Bert, 
Mad-Dog I & II, Programs for the TI Home 
Computer 
June: Creative Expressions Accounts 
Receivable/ Accounts Payable, CDC 9409 Disk 
Drive, Starship Concord, Lost Treasure of the 
Aztec, ASW Tactics II 
July: Theon Raiders, Introduction to Assembly 
Language for the TI Home Computer, Game of 
Wit, Pole Position 

· August: TE-1200, Tower, Galactic Battle, 
Galaxy 
September: Wycove Forth, 99/4 Auto Spell
Check, QUICK-COPYer, Wizard's Dominion, 
Anchor Automation Mk XII Modem 
October: Killer Caterpillar, ZORK I, Defender 

November:  9900 Disk  Control ler  
Card/Manager, Super Bugger,· Transtar 120S 
printer, Floppy-Copy, Data Base-X 
December: Gravity Master, Data Base Manager 
System, Learning 99/4A Assembly Language 
Programming 

1985 
January: Super Sketch, Foundation Computing 
128K Card, PTERM-99, TI-Runner 
February: Super Extended BASIC, Beginning 
Assembly L�guage For the Tl, ZORK II 
March: Morning St� Software CP /M Card, 
WDS/100 Winchester Disk Drive, Sketch Mate, 
BMC Color Monitor 
April: 9900 Micro Expansion System, Disk' Aid, 
Gemini 10X-15X 
May: Character Sets and Graphics Design, Draw 
'N Plot 
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Shepherd Software 

releases S-FILES 

and S-REPORT 

Shepherd Software has released 
S-FILES and S-REPORT.

The company says that coupled with
them are the common utilities 
necessary to print, copy, sort, merge 
and create subfiles. 

According to the company, the user 
defines screens, file layout and content 
and is allowed complete disk usage 
(350 records on a single side, 710 on 
double-sided). The us�r can assign his 
own item names and size (28 bytes 
maximum), up to 22 items per record, 
and can dort and create new files or 
sort only for the current need {labels or 
reports). 

S-FILES is said to allow accessing
any record directly by record number, 
browsing or searching on item value in
cluding wild card. The user can change 
or add records with on-screen com
mands. 

S-REPORT is designed to allow the
user to define nine different rules to 
print up to nine different versions of 
labels or reports from the same file. 
Totals and subtotals can be requested 
on any item the u�:·r wishes control 
breaks for. Users can specify the order 
for items to print (columns left to 
right) and the beginning tab position 
for each column, allowing custom
. designed report format (such as one, 
two or three printed lines from each 
record in the file). A count of records 
to be printed may be requested. 
Records may be requested with items 
equal, unequal for a specified item 
name and value, or all items. Label 
may be printed five wide with user
specified tab for each label and up to 
three items per line for the number of 
lines specified. 

S-FILES and S-REPOR T will be
available to distributors or customers 
may mail check or money order to 
Shepherd Software, N. 87 W. 17833 
Shepherd Drive, Menomonee Falls, WI 
53051. P,rice is $59.95 plus $2 postage 
and handling. Wisconsin residents add 
5 percent sales tax. 
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Classified 

Policy 
Classified advertising is a unique feature of MICROpendium. 

published in any particular issue. Any damages that result either 

from errors in copy or from failure to be included in any particular 

edition will be limited to the amount of the cost of the advertise

ment itself. The publisher reserves the right to reject any advertise

ment. The cost is 20 cents per word. Classified advertisements must be 

paid in advance. Classified advertisers may request a category 

under which they would like their advertisement to appear, but the 

final placement decision is the responsibility of the publisher. 

Classified deadlines will be kept open for as long as practical. 

The advertiser may elect to publish the advertisement in subse

quent editions at the same charge, payable prior to publication. 

The deadline for carryover classifieds is the same as for new 
advertising. 

For the purpose of classified advertising deadlines, any classified 

ad received later than the first day of any month cannot be assured 

of placement in the next edition. We will do our best to include 

every advertisement that is submitted in the earliest possible 

edition. 

In submitting an ad, please indicate whether you would like a 

refund if it is not published in the requested edition or whether you 

would like us to hold it for the next edition. Cancellations and 

refunds cannot be made after the second day of the month. 

Send classified advertising to: MICROpendium, P.O. Box 1343, 

Round Rock, TX 78680. The publisher offers no guarantee that any advertisement will be 

Software for sale 

SOFTWARE--THE LOWEST PRICE! 

Shop No Further! A SUPER collection 
of 140 terrific cassette programs for 
your Tl99/ 4A. Each program at the 
UNBEATABLE PRICE of 50 cents. Why pay 
more? Free catalog/bonus coupon. 
Hours of fun! The Exchange, MC-15, 
P.O. Box 46, Sterling, VA 22170. 
Visa/Mastercard. SASE appreciated. 
(703) 435-2789. The AFFORDABLE soft-
ware package. v2n7

Tl99/4A SOFTWARE 

140 programs available, only $3 each! 
Not public domain, not translations, 
not pirated, not brief routines, these 
are absolutely original, innovative 
programs utilizing full color and sound 
capabi l i t ies  o f  the T l99/4A.  
Games,education, music, displays, 
programmers' aids, etc. Catalog $1, 
refundable. Tigercub Software, 156 
Collingwood, Whitehall, OH 43213. 
v2n11 

CHILDREN'S PROGRAMS 

�IDware has the largest selection of 
kid's Tl99/ 4A software anywhere. 
Over 120 fun, original, educational 
programs at less than $5 each! Free 
Brochure. KIDware-P.O. Box 9762, 
Dept. M, Moscow, Idaho 83843. v2n5 

NUTS & BOLTS 

A diskfull of 100 (I) utility subprograms 
for the Tl99/ 4A in XBASIC MERGE for
mat, ready to merge into your pro-

grams. ' With documentation, just 
$19. 95 postpaid! Tigercub Software, 
156 Collingwood, Whitehall, OH 
43213. v2n7 

Educational Adventures-Tl Classics 

You've read about us in Enthusiast '99, 
MICROpendium and Electronic Learn
ing-Now experience the finest 
educational software available. 
Drastic "Spring Slump" savings. Pur
chase our entire set of 15 programs for 
$60.00 (postage included). Programs 
for everyone-math, science, author
ing system, and our incredible simula
tions that bring your computer to life. 
This limited-time offer available only 
with this ad. lntellestar, 25 West Mid
dle Lane, Rockville, MD 20850, (301) 
898-7581. MCNisa. (All programs re
quire Extended BASIC for outstanding
graphics. Specify tape or disk. VYGER
available on disk only. v2n5

NEW-CHARACTER SETS AND 

GRAPHICS DESIGN PACKAGE 

Print to Epson or Prowriter compatible 
printers, lines of text using any of the 
specially created character sets, TEN in 
all, or create your own character set to 
print. The sets are made up of 
characters four lines high and three 
character blocks across. Package in
cludes many other features. Requires 
XB, 32K, DISK and printer. Select Ep
son or Prowriter version if ordering at 
$17.95 or send for more information. 
Also available are game, educational 
and business software and an 
ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE SCREEN IMAGE 
DUMP program that prints screen im-

ages to Epson or Prowriter compatible 
printers in just 45 seconds for $15.00. 
Send for catalog to BRIGHT MICRO 
KOMPUTERS, 2781 RESOR ROAD, FAIR-
FIELD, OHIO 45014. v2n5 

F�EE GRAPHICS SOFTWARE 

Slay the mighty dragon, TIOMOT, in 
the new 3-D hi-res adventure DRAGON 
SLAYERS. Journey deep within the 
Mountain of Doom. Dark, damp, 
twisted caverns contain hordes of evi I 
monsters, traps and secret passages. 
Complete the Quest and receive FREE 
GRAPHICS SOFTWARE. Requires Ex
tended BASIC, 32K expansion and disk 
drive. Send $29. 95 postpaid. SYM
BIOTECH Inc., Dragon Slayers, P.O. 
Box 320, Roscoe, IL 61073-0320. v2n6 

WORLD OF DOOM 

NEW 3-D hi-res graphic adventure 
series for the Tl99/ 4A user seeking the 
ultimate BIG GAME challenge. To 
start, you need our BASIC Quest, 
$14. 95, and Character Generator, 
$7. 95. SPECIAL PACKAGE PRICE, 
$16. 95 postpaid. Requires Extended 
BASIC, 32K Expansion and disk drive. 
SYMBIOTECH Inc., Special Offer, P.O. 
Box 320, Roscoe, IL 61073-0320. r.2v6 

SUPER BONUS DISK 

This disk contains a Super Home 
Finance Helper program that you can 
use to print your checks, budget and 
save for large bills. (Contains 4 linked 
programs, totaling 186 sectors, with 
25 + page manual.) Bonus programs 
include: Lister, Cataloger, monthly (3 
variable) Charting and VCR Filer pro-



Classified 
gram. (These programs total more 
than 70 sectors.) Programs written by 

Professional Engineer. Mail $24 to: 
Rodney Wirtz, 377 Loma Ave., Long 
Beach, Calif. 90814. ExB/32K. v2n6 

Tl99 / ,A INTERACTIVE ADVENTURES

Newest, intriguing text-only excite
ment! Discover "Temple of Terror" 
and "Cave-In." Ransack an ancient 
and deadly Greek temple, avoiding 
traps, cobras and the feared 
Bro ther hood. Or explore a definitely 
hazardous cavern to find the lost 

"Borealis Bullion" while avoiding 
outlaws and hazards enough to test 
your deductive abilities to the limit. To 
order, send $10 each (BASIC-cassette), 

$12 (XBASIC cassette-Harder!), or $15 
(XBASIC Disk-Most Complex!). For 
both XBASIC adventures send $20 
(cass.) or $25 (disk). We pay postage. 
FOXWARE, 167 Watt St. 60-7, Battle 

Mountain, NV 89820. v2n5 

TIPS FROM TIGERCUB 

For Tl99/4A, full disk of 50 programs, 

FREEWARE (OR NEARLY SO) 

(Continued from Page 41) 
Sprite Builder has 22 active functions which 

are accessed with a single key press. THese 

functions include turning a dot on or off, setting 

automatic cursor movement, complete color 

control, retrieving previously defined sprite 

codes, saving sprite codes, animating up to four 

sprites, generating hexidecimal codes and 

rotating the sprite. Sprite Builder generates 

MERGEable CALL CHAR statements on disk that 

can later be merged into a program. 

The design screen consists of a l 6X 16 block 

grid and four smaller blank screen areas stacked 

on the right side. As you create a design on the 

large grid, the sprite appears on one of the small 

screens in actual size, allowing you to see exact

ly what it will look like before it is finished. 

Those who wish to obtain the programs 

without sending disks and prepaid return 

mailers may do so by sending $5 for a double

sided version or $7.50 for two single-sided disks. 

Texnet freeware 

Texnet, the Texas Instruments electronic net

work operating on The Source, offers some 250 

downloadable programs at no charge to Source 

subscribers. For more information, write Texnet 

Graphics program to come out 
Great Lakes Software plans to in

troduce Joy Paint 99, a graphics pro

gram whi�h the company describes as 

being similar to MacIntosh MacPaint. 

GRAPHX-

(Continued from Page 38) 

The program is also exceptionally 

enjoyable to use, letting even those of 

us who can't even draw a straight line 

create exceptional quality pictures in 15 

brilliant colors. For a mere $50 this 

program exceeds the specifications of 

MousePaint ($135) on the PCjr, and 

many other programs. If you have a 

professional or casual interest in 

graphics, this program is for you. Next 

to TI-Writer, I personally use no other 

program more .  

The company plans to retail it for 

$29.95. It will feature joystick and 

keyboard control and allow the user to 

draw lines, circles, boxes, fill shapes 

with patterns, use varying kinds of type 

for text and allow full-page printouts. 

The company also markets Extended 

Business Graphs ($24.95) and Banners 

($19.95). EBG allows users to creat bar 

graphs, pie charts and X/Y graphs bas

ed on data input by the user. Up to a 

dozen variables can be used which are 

both labeled and named. The graphs 

are output to a printer. Banners allows 

users to printout extremely large 

characters (7 ¼ inches deep) to a 

printer. Both programs require a 

memory expansion, disk system and 

Extended BASIC. 

For more information, contact the 

company at P.O. Box 241, Howell, MI 

48843. 
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routines, files from the well-known 
Tigercub Tips newsletters -1-14. $15 
postpaid. Tigercub Software, 156 Coll
ingwood, Whitehall, OH 43213. v2n8 

PROGRAMS OFFERED 

Baseball card inventory program 
$19.95. Portfolio management $19.95. 
Options and bond analysis $19. 95. Ex
tended BASIC and disk drive required. 
Richard F. Erznoznik, 2836 Melhollin 
Dr., Jackson vi lie, FL 32216. v2n7 

at Soft Mail Inc., P.O. Box 745, Rockwall, TX 

75087. 

Anyone wishing to have a Freeware announce

ment included on this page may do so by submit

ting a copy and brief description of the program, 

and a note indicating that it is in the public do

main, to MICROpendium. The notice will ap

pear monthly, subject to approval by the 

publisher. Freeware announcements will con

tinued to be published until withdrawn by the 

persons submitting them. 

99/-IR 

RUTO SPELL-CHECK 

* for TI-HRITER 1 

Quickly check your text 
for unsightly spelling 

errors, 
send: 

t $49,95+$3,00 S&H S 
MC/VISA: Include card I, 
phone I, expiration date. 

to: 
DRA60NSLAYER ASC 
2606 PONDEROSA DR. 

ONAHA, NE 68123 

(402)291-8323
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The ONLY monthly devoted to the 99/ 4A 
Subcription Fees 
$15 for 12 issues via domestic third class mail 

$18.50 for 12 issues via domestic first-class 

mail 

$18.50 (U.S. funds) for 12 issues Canadian 

delivery 

$21.50 (U.S. funds) for 12 issues foreign 

delivery via surface mail 

$35.00 (U.S. funds) for 12 issues foreign 

delivery via air mail 

(Texas residents add 77 cents sales tax) 

Address Changes 
Subscribers who move may have the delivery 

of their most recent issue(s) delayed unl�ss 

MICROpendium is notified six weeks in ad

vance of address changes. Please include 

your old address as it appears on your mailing 

label when making an address change. 

Back Issue Policy 
Back iss�es of MICROpendium are available 

to subscribers only. Those wishing back issues 

may notify us of the issue(s) desired and in

clude $1.35 per issue desired in a check or 

money order. (U.S. and Canada; Texas 

residents add 5. 125% sales tax.) For foreign 

airmail delivery, add $2 per issue, 50 cents 
per issue surface mai I. All prices I isted are 

U.S. funds. 

Time to RENEW? 
Readers who are interested in renewing their subscription to 

MICROpendium without missing a single issue must do so before 

their current subscription expires. 

At right is a facsimile of a typical 

mailing label that is attached to the 
front of subscriber copies. 

The upper line includes informa
tion about the month the subscrip
tion was entered and the number of 

the first issue the subscriber receiv
ed. This information is accurate for 
those who have backdated their sub
scriptions as well as those who have 
not. (An asterisk included with the nu -
bers indicates that the subscri 10n 
has been renewed. Renewal ang-
ing from third to first cl mailing 

will not have the asteri added until 
the month the fir class mailing 
begins.) 

When renew· g_subscriptions, in-
clude a co of a mailing label or 

e codes that appear on 

Al1294S2 
0 SMITH 

ELM ST. 

Code description 

next four numbers refers to 

the month and year the sub

s c r Ip  t Ion was actual ly  

entered. 

-The next 2-4 characters represent the type of subscription and the 

number or Initial of the month of the year the subscription started. 

"S" means subscriber. Refer to the following definitions for the Issue 

your subscription started: 

2=February &=June 

3=March 7=July 

4=Apr" 8=Augu� 

S=May 9=September 

0=October 

N=November 

D=December 

1=January 

Our subscription year runs from February to January. In other words, our first 

edition of any year will be the February edition. The last edition of any year will 

be the following January's edition. Those who have "S2" subscriptions must 

renew this month to receive this year's February edition. 

r
----------------------------

-
-----

--

SUBSCRIBE 

NOW! 

Keep Up With 

Tl99/4A 

News&Views 

Send me the next 12 issues of MICROpendium. I am 
enclosing $ in a check or money order in U.S. 
funds. (Texas residents add 5.125% sales tax.) Mail to: 
MICROpendium, P.O. Box 1343, Round Rock, TX 78680. 

Name ________________ _ 

Address ______________ _ 

City ______________ _ 

State _______ ZIP ______ _ 

v2,n5 

L------------------------------------
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